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Plato by the Numbers
HENRY MENDELL

In Republic vii, Plato has Socrates introd!lce an elaborate educational plan for
the guardians of his city. Before shimmying up to the top of the divided line to
the world of dialectical investigation, they are to study five kinds of reasoning
(a.k.a. sciences) that are supposed to lead the student to the study of the Forms
and the Good itself. These are in order, arithmetic and calculation, geometry,
stereometry, astronomy, and harmonics. Most readers of the Republic assume both
that they know the content and styles of these sciences, something familiar from
their readings of ancient texts, almost all later than Plato. Their perplexity starts
when they attempt to match Socrates' descriptions of sciences to what they know.
Some of the difficulty lies in the obscurity of Plato's views on science, some in
the importation of later scientific conceptions into Plato's world. There is some
justification in the fact that we are in many ways profoundly ignorant of scientific
texts from the time of Plato. This facile matching is much too hasty and ignores
other possible aspects of ancient mathematical practice. Careful attention to what
Socrates says in the Republic and to what we do know of ordinary, contemporary
scientific practice, I believe, can illuminate both. My discussion here is preliminary
to a general survey of Plato's treatment of mathematical sciences. Here, I am going
to focus exclusively on Socrates remarks on arithmetic and calculation. To put my
issues in a more general context, here are two of the many questions that I think
many of us ask:
1. Is Plato a revisionist when it comes to science? We can put this question
in many ways. Where there is a distinct common practice, Glaucon thinks
he knows what the common practice is but is perplexed by the description
of the special versions of the science for the guardians. Presumably, the
same could be said of Plato's intended audience's knowledge of the common
practice. Can we also assume that when Socrates announces the different
way of proceeding that the different way is also different from what any
contemporary scientist does, or is Socrates' protestations that people need
to do things in the different way merely an announcement of what the more
recondite scientists are in fact doing? Or is the different way something
that is similar to a recondite version of the science, but with a Platonic
twist? Conversely, if neither Socrates nor Glaucon indicates anything unusual
about a scientific practice, except perhaps for the Platonic interpretation of
the practice, can we assume that the characters are indicating an ordinary

mathematical practice familiar to mildly sophisticated, contemporary readers
of the Republic. Is Plato's intended audience well educated readers or the
small handful privy to the more recondite mathematical works of Archytas
or Theaetetus? To review the different types of sciences that Socrates lists,
in arithmetic and calculation there is an ordinary and an expert arithmetic.
Both are taught. In the case of geometry, there is only the expert version, but
it can be applied to military arrangements (the guardians are not to be trained
in temple construction). Stereometry also only has the expert version, which
is supposed to be unpracticed. In astronomy, there is an ordinary version
and an unpracticed expert version. Harmonics has an ordinary version and a
practiced, almost expert version, but which fa~lsto be truly e~pe.rt, so t~t
there is also an unpracticed truly expert verSiOn. Although It lies outSide
my discussion here, in fact, it is arguable that except for an anti-empirical,
Platonic twist, the claim that the last three expert sciences were not a part
of advanced Greek scientific practice would apply at most to the dramatic
date of the dialogue, but certainly not to the time of Plato's writing of the
Republic. I
Furthermore, there are many different ways in which a philosopher can be
revisionist. Alternatively, the philosopher might advocate a different interpretation of the science from the way its practitioners typically understand it.
Without thereby advocating a change in the language, the philosopher might
criticize the ontological or epistemological commitments of the language of
the science. Or the philosopher might advocate a change in the language to
correct the wrong commitments. Or the philosopher might advocate a completely different way of practicing the science. In some cases, the philosopher
mio-htbe revisionist without realizing it, as when the philosopher thinks that
th: revision is innocuous. Certainly, in claiming that the mathematician does
not need the infinite because he does not use it, Aristotle (Phys. iii 7.207b2734) thinks he is not being revisionist in the strongest sense, but may very
well be.
We can put our problem in a different way. What is the common science
that Plato presumes his audience will recognize? What is its practice? T~e
question is not as trivial as it might seem. We do not have very much III
the way of direct evidence for how arithmetic was taught or what geometr~
looked like. For arithmetic, we extrapolate from the dozen or so extant abaCI
and the myriad of inscriptions, standard weights, and so forth, as well as the
IThere are some caveats required here. For example, on the reasonable assumption that
the stereometry described here involves the problem of doubling the cube, already reduced by
Hippocrates of Chi05 (late 5th cent.), the solut.ion of Archytas is t~e only one.that could have
been discovered before the writing of the Repubbc, and we have no eVidence that It was. Although
the double circular motion model of the sun and fixed stars, probably of Oenopides, had already
been applied to all planets, presumably much as we ~nd it ~n Rlep: x'hSo4~~atesindTihcatess~~e
avenues of research that are unlikely to have been studied senous y 10 t e
cent.
ese pOlO s
require a fuller treatment that I hope to provide elsewhere.

traces of calculations in Greek literature, and we also extrapolate backwards
from papyri and, most comfortably, from Euclid, Elements vii-ix. For geometry the situation is perhaps worse, here we have the obvious choice of takinolater Greek geometry, later reports of the grand successes of Greek math~
ematics, all perhaps based on Eudemus,2 and the styles of mathematics in
Aristotle, but we can also extrapolate from Egyptian papyri, backwards from
later G~eek papyri, or the hazy evidence in Aristophanes, Euripides, Plato,
an~ Anstotle, as well as other the occasional odd items that pop up. Was
ordmary geometry more like Greek geometry in the grand style (qualitative
~d demonstr~tive and concerned with procedures of construction) or more
like the papyn (quantitative, algorithmic, and concerned with procedures of
ca~cula~ion~,or something of both, or were one, the other, or both appropnate m different contexts? Clearly, Socrates implies something that has
crucial features of the grand style, namely constructions, but is it the grand
style or something more between the two styles? It is even less clear what
the astronomy should be, but Autolycus, On Rotating Spheres or better On
Risings and Settings, are popular candidates in the literature. The difficulty
is that these are very much later works (ca. 300-270 BCE), and we have no
idea of the extent to which Plato could have a vision of Autolycus or that
contents of Autolycus go back to the time of the writing of the Republic. For
harmonics, the Sectio Canonis gets occasional mention. Yet, although it Is
common to attribute the mathematics in it to Archytas, no one doubts that
the actual text is also later. All we can do is see what Socrates and Glaucon
say in the text and try to match it up with a reconstruction of 4th century
BCE high science.
In each case where Socrates discusses two or more practices that are appropriate for the guardians, are we to consider them as two different approaches
to a subject, or one as an application of the other, where one is legitimate
and one not, or what? How should this affect our answer to the question of
what the ordinary science is supposed to be? For example, if a little geometry
is enough for the military needs of the guardians (526D), is this a little of
~lgorithmic geometry or a little of applied demonstrative geometry? Or is the
little geOII~e~rythat the guardians would need if they were to use geometry
only for military purposes algorithmic and the little that they would use for
military purposes given their higher training something else?
2. What are the objects of these sciences? Are they Platonic Fonns or what
Aristotle labeled 'intermediates'? In an insightful discussion of Plato on
number, Julius Moravcsik [2000]poses a challenge to those who believe that
Aristotle is correct in attributing to Plato the view that arithmetic uses socalled intermediate numbers, the objects of a semantic interpretation of Greek
arithmetic, i.e. numbers composed of pure units that are multiple and can be
2Cf. Zhmud [2006, 166-213].

combined to form different numbers, as many as we need to do arithmetic. He
shows that one can construct an interpretation of Form arithmetic that is free
of such a notion. Now, it is plausible that Plato conceives of the relations
between Forms in a way like the one Moravcsik describes, e.g., that "7+7
= 14" expresses a relation between double-of-seven, equal, and fourteen.3
Since I shall focus on arithmetic, my concern will be an indirect answer to
Moravcsik's challenge. What sorts of treatments of arithmetic does Plato
actually suppose?
If the objects of arithmetical statements are a classical version. of ~latonic
Forms where there is just one instance of each number and reasonmg m mathematics treats of these objects, then Platonic arithmetic had better look more
like Peano arithmetic than like Euclidean arithmetic, where there are many
sevens and each one is an aggregate of different seven units. That would imply that Plato is a revisionist in a very deep sense. Yet, it is also possible ~hat
the question for Plato of how mathematical statement~ are about relatIOns
between Forms is completely distinct from the semantIcs of the statements
by which we reason, e.g., we use sevens to talk about Sev~n. ~ will not address this issue directly in my discussion, since I shall be pnmanly concerned
with the role of numbers in calculations. However, I hope to provide enough
foundation to show that since, in Platonic arithmetic, common or expert, we
use multiple units (hardly surprising, given the account .of.reasoning ~n the
Divided Line), the question of what the correct Platolllc mterpretatIOn of
sentences in a science is cannot proceed from a view that the sentences do
not use agareaates of units. Rather, the correct question must be whether
Plato thinks ;hat the diagrams used in reasoning represent perfect. objects,
i.e., intermediates (or that the sentences used are to be understood m a n~tural semantics) or that the diagrams are the objects of the natural semantIcs
of the sentences, but in the respect that the sentences are about Forms they
are not to be interpreted semantically.
Finally, in any discusion of the sciences in Republic vii, we must ?~esuPP?se
the assumptions of the Divided Line. In the discussion of the DIVIdedLme
(51OB-llA), it is agreed that the reasoning faculty (a) uses diagrams and
(b) reasons from hypotheses to conclusions in order (c1) to reason about the
3ef. Moravcsik [2000, 192], as well as Moravcsik [1979] and Mohr [1981].. Part of the difficulty
in constructing such an interpretation of arithmetic .lies in o~r understandmg how -:lato would
treat arithmetical operations and relations. I think It more hkely that he would thl.n~ of equal
as a property of something that is equal (to-n) than as a relat~?n between two entItIes. I also
suspect that a Platonic version of "7 added to itself is equal to 14 should be parsed ~ a pr~perty
nd that there are too many possibilities to speculate about and too lIttle eVidence
of seven. B eyo
,
..
Ii bl M
'k
I
that Plato treated arithmetic in this way to make deeper rUlTImatl?n .pro. ta .e.
oravc~1 on y
needs the claim that such an approach to statements of arithmetic. IS hls~onc~ll~ pOSSIble. In
this regard, try to imagine how Aristotle would treat stateme~ts of antl~metlc wlthm the con~l~es
of his theory of predication, while keeping in mind that relatIons for hIm are genera of qualIties
(double is a genus of double-three).

things that the diagrams are imitations of, (c2) to make their arguments
about and for the sake of these, and (c3) to see things that can only be
seen by reasoning.4 We should expect these to apply to each of the sciences,
including arithmetic.
And as a word of caution, we tend to write the history of science from our
interests, the big stories. So in the age of Plato, we delight in the development
of proportion theory, the geometrical modeling of planetary motion, solutions to
doubling cubes, and so forth. The main concern of scientists (and dare we professionalize a very motley crowd) is not always so interesting to us and so may play
second fiddle in our histories. One ordinary concern is the public need for good
systems of measurement, a primary concern of this paper. However, I shall approach the issue of measurement through Plato's Republic vii and Plato's contrast
between the ordinary practice of arithmetic and the advanced practice advocated
for students in the ideal state that is to lead the guardians towards the Forms and
the Good. Because I suspect that the audience for the Republic was not exclusively
afficionados of recondite studies, my methodology will be to look to the minimum
that satisfies the text.

1

Arithmetic

Let's consider one famous passage in Plato, Republic vii 525D5-E3, where Plato
draws a contrast between the ordinary calculator and the expert:
Tou'to yF:, 0 vuvo~ e:AEyoflF:V, we; a<poop<x &VUl ltOt &YF:L't~v o/uX~v X<XLltF:pL
<Xu'twv 'tWV apL~flwV <XVayX!X~F:LOLw..€YF:lJ'600, OUO<Xf.lfj<XltOOF:XOflF:VOVMv 'tL<;
<xu'tfj oP<X'tcX~ Ctlt'tcXcrwfl<X't<X~xoV't<xe; apL~floue; ltPO'tF:LVOflF:VOe;OLw..€YTJ't<X\·
oTlJ'6<xyap ltOU 'toue; ltF:pL 't<xu't<XoF:\Voue; <Xuwe;, e:!Xv't\e; <Xu'to 'to EV e:mXF:\pfj
'tlii My!fl 't€flVF:W, X<X't<XYF:AWcr(
'tF: X<XLOUX <XltOO€Xov't<X\, &AA' e:cXvou XF:pfl<X't(~ne; <Xu'to, e:XELVOtltOAA<XltA<xmoumv, F:UAaf30UflF:VOt fl~ ltO'tF: <p<Xvfj'to EV
fl~ EV &AM ltOAAcXflOP\<X'
AA~€O't<X't<X, E<pTJ,MYF:\e;·
4For cl-3 cf. 51OE3-11Al, "But making its arguments concerning those things which these
(the diagrams) resemble for the sake of the triangle itself and diameter itself, but not for the
sake of this which they draw, and the others similarly, these things themselves (or: these same
things) which they shape and draw, for which there are shadows and images in waters, while
seeking to see those things themselves which someone could not see in any way other than by
reasoning (&AX'txdvwv lttPI o1'c:'taU'ta eOL)(e,'tou 'te'tpaywvou au'tou ~vexa 'tou~ X6you~ ltolOUllevOl
xal 8lQllt'tpou au'tfi~, &AX'ou 'tau'tT)~llv ypa<pouaLv,xal 'taAAa oihw~, au'tOt111:v'tau'ta IX ltXanoua(v
'te xal ypa<pouaLv,wv xal aXIaLxal tv uliaaLVdx6ve~ da(v, ~T)'touv'te~81:au'tOtI:xelva t8elv IX oux liv
~Xw~ tliOl 'tL~1i'tn 8Iavo(a." The list of things themselves includes the square itself and diameter
itself. There are two standard possibilities of interpretation, that Socrates refers to Forms or to
intermediates however understood. However, as Burnyeat [2000, 35-7] has argued, the addendum
'itself' is constrastive. In this case the contrast is with the drawn square and drawn triangle.
So the text is genuinely indeterminate in distinguishing one kind of entity or the other, so that
a decision between the two must depend either on other considerations in the text or on one's
interpretatation of Plato, but not on the mere use of the addendum.

This, what I was just now mentioning, leads the soul as muc~ as possible upwards and compels it to discuss numbers themselves, m no w~y
allowing it if anyone should propose discussing numbers that have Vl~ible or tanaible bodies attached to them. For you know, I suppose, If
someone should attempt to divide the one in a ratio, how experts in
these things would laugh at him and not accept it, but if you break it
up, they multiply, taking care lest the one should ever appear not one
but many portions.
You speak most truthfully, he (Glaucon) said.
The ordinary calculation will attach numbers to visible th~~s, to spe~k of six.cows
or three feet, and will readily break up a unit. The sophlst.lC.ated WIll do.n~lther;
Our difficulty arises when we try to go further in charactenzmg the s,op.hl~tlc~ted
calculation. So it is normal to attempt to give more content to Socrates ~lstl~ctlOn,
e.g. to look to Euclid, Elements vii-ix for the co~tent of such ~ math.em~tlcs.. More
sophisticated modern accounts connect the ordmary calculatlOns wIth ap~hed calculation (AOYLO'tLX~)'
and the advanced calculation ~it~ the theor~ of ratlOs,6 and
even with a rich theory of ratios based on anthuphmresls, the Euchdean procedure
for findina the greatest common measure.7 While I think it nigh impossible to show
that any ~f these views are wrong, and there must be some truth in these claiz:ns~n
that the calculation mentioned involves division in a ratio and that anthuphalretlc
methods were important in working with ratios in Plato's time, I suspect that. a
much less sophisticated story is perhaps more consistent with what Plato says m
the Republic. Certainly, the one clear example in Plato that we have o~ the art. of
calculation is quite ordinary but makes no reference to visible or tangIble bodIes
(Hippias Minor 366C5-D1):
I;O. M.YE o~ IlOL,W 'lltJtLcx,OUcru llE~'tOLEIl1tELPOC;
d A~YLcrY.WV,
xcxt,A~YLcr'tLX~C;'
-III. IIcXV'twvllcXALcr'tcx,
w I;WXpCX'tEC;.
-I;O. Ouxouv ELXCXL
'tLC;
crEEPOL'tO
'tCt'tplc;E7t'tcxx6mcx
l.m6croc;e:cr'tlvcipL't)1l6c;,
d ~OUAOLO,
1tcXV'tWV
'tcXXLcr'tCX
xcxlllcXALcr't'
!XvEL1tOLC;
't&Arrfi~1tEpl'tou'tou'
Socrates: So tell me, Hippias, aren't you experienced then in calculations and the art-of-calculation?
Hippias: Most of all, Socrates.
Socrates: And so if someone were to ask you how thrice seven hundred how much the number is, if you should be willing, you would
,
?
speak truly about this faster and better than anyone.
There is a long history of elaborate interpretations of the science of calc~lat~on in
Plato. If we dismiss the neo-Platonic view that the science of ca~~~latlOn l~ the
common calculation and arithmetic in the manner of Elements Vll-lXthe hIgher
science, as we certainly should,8 we are left with a world of speculation based on
5Indeed, the neo-Platonic interpretation,
6Klein [1968, 24ff.].
7Fowler [1999].
BCf. Klein, op. cit., note

0

above.

for which cf. Klein [1968, 37-45].

one obscure passage in Plato, Gorgias 450D-1C, supported perhaps by one other
(Charmides 165E-6A, cf. Philebus 56E with Laws 817E). Here, Socrates says that
arithmetic, Le. numbering, and calculation both concern the same thing, the even
and odd, but that calculation examines how in multitude they are both in relation
to themselves and to one another (xcxl1tpoc;cxtJ'tCt
xcxl1tpoc;iXAAYJACX
1tWC;
EXELltAfraOUC;
£mcrx01tEL
'to 1tEPLHOV
xcxl'to &P'tLOV
~ AOYLcr'tLX~).
There is nothing in this passage to
indicate how Plato would describe arithemetic, but Klein [1968, 17-21] is probably
right that arithmetic is just counting and calculation, well, just that. There is no
hint of a distinction between ordinary and expert science, and there is no reason
to think that Gorgias is expected to know more than the learned Hippias.
It is a reasonable question to ask whether 'arithmetic' or 'the counting craft' in
Plato means the art of counting. This shocks us only because it seems so trivial.
Surely, Plato must mean something more sophisticated. My following Klein in
reading 'counting craft (cipL'I'lIlYJ'tLX~)'
in this trivial way is not to maintain that it
must always mean that, but merely to see how far such a reading will go. It does
go far. No passage in Plato ever requires more.9
In fact, the only serious puzzle of the text, I suspect, is why Plato identifies the
subject as the odd and the even (for arithmetic at Proto 357 A2-3, Theat. 198 A57) instead of number (as at Rep. vii 525 A9, Theaet. 198 B8-1O, and possibly Ion
531 D12-E8). Of course, it is most obvious to take it as an allusion to the analysis
of numbers we find in Euclid, Elements ix 21-34 (or 36)10 or to its fundamental
use in early proofs about irrationals or even to a more trivial fact that there was
a Pythagorean tradition that treated these as the two species of number.n It is
g'Arithmetic' occurs at Theaetetus 198AE (in providing a definition of arithmetic, it involves
knowing all numbers, counting, and, how large each is, cf. B9-C5, E2-3), Polticus 258D (to be
studied for knowledge and not practice), 299E (a list), Philebus 55E-57D (to be discussed later,
but there is no need for the many's arithmetic and the philosophical arithmetic to be other than
counting in the appropriate way), Protagoras 356E-7A (arithmetic is the art of the odd and even
for measuring the excess and deficient; this is the strongest passage for reading arithmetic as the
determination of anthyphairetic ratios), Gorgias 450D-453E, Ion 531CE (the arithmetician is best
at judging discusions of number), 537E (arithmetic teaches us to recognize 5 fingers), Republic vii
525A (it and calculation concern number). None of these texts require that we think of arithmetic
as other than counting. For substantially the same argument, cf. Mueller [1991]. However, we
can imagine somewhat sophisticated things one can do with counting, of which anthyphairetic
ratios are certainly among the most sophisticated. However, my point is that there is a reasonable
minimalist interpretation.
lOCf. Mueller [1981, 101-6J for a discussion of whether ix 35-36, the perfect number theorem,
might have originally depended on ix 21-34.
11 My point here is that we see in Plato and Aristotle a treatment of odd and even as the two
divisions or species of number. There is no need to recount the way the division plays out in
the technical literature and in proofs about incommensurability, for which see Knorr [1975J, but
we can also look elsewhere. The division pops up in the Pythagorean list of opposed principles
which Aristotle attributes, inter alios, to Alcmaeon (Arist., Met. A 5.986Q22-9). If Epicharmus,
fro 170 (Guillen [19961' fro 248, Diog. Laert. iii 10-1, cf. 9-10) is genuine and hence also from
the early to middle 5t cent, the division will have been part of the ordinary, intellectual joking
about numbers. The source, Alcimus, via Diogenes Laertius, is arguing for Plato's dependence
on Epicharmus, which may suggest that they are, quite the contrary, influenced by Plato and
hence no earlier than the 4th cent. Burkert [1972], 438 n. 64, provides 'a fine defense of the

enough that we do not know why Plato identifies the kind in this way, but that we
have too many explanations.12 Of a different status, however, is the claim that the
calculator hypothesizes the odd and even (Rep. vi 510 C3-4), an issue I will take
up later.
In fact, if we are just interpreting the Republic, we can shove the issue aside, as
Plato does not fuss over a distinction between arithmetic and calculation, where the
issue is common and expert use of numbers. As difficult as it may be to prove it, I
think that Plato's distinction between common and expert arithmetic/calculation
involves just the two pairs of criteria that Socrates mentions, whether or not one
calculates with tangible or visible bodies and whether or not one is allowed to
divide the unit.
What I am curious about is Socrates' description of what the expert calculator
will not accept (this is a contemporary practitioner and not the philosophy teacher
in the ideal state). What is he supposed to mean in saying that you multiply if
someone tries to divide? The most literal interpretation of this just doesn't make
sense. I want to break up the 1 in a ratio of 1 : 5 and so multiply 1 by 6 to get 1 and
5 as the portions. Isn't this the wrong answer? Shouldn't the right answer be that
you cannot do the operation at all? Yet, Socrates' interlocutor, Glaucon, takes
Socrates' claim as obvious. Shouldn't we assume the same of Plato's intended
audience, perhaps even seeing the situation as a typical lesson between a harsh
teacher and an inattentive student. Clearly, the restriction should occur at a step
in a problem where whole numbers are required for the solution.

2

Digression on Numerals and 'Arithmetic' in the time of
Plato13

authenticity of the fragment,· however, in the context of a conclusive argument that the origins
of the distinction cannot be Pythagorean (ibid. 437-8), and Guillen [1996] includes it as genuine.
By the end of the 5th cent. it is part of common discourse about numbers (e.g: Xenophon,
Hipparchicus 2.6; Hippocratic Corpus, De morb. pop. 1.2.12, for odd and even ordmal days, De
semine 4.46, 47, De humoribus 6). So, regardless of how the division in Plato is related to the
mathematics of Elements ix 21-34, e.g., as a metaphysical interpretation of the importance of the
theorems about odd and even or as motivating the study of odd and even, much less technical
issues could have influenced Plato to think of number as odd-and-even.
An argument that it
would be strange for Plato to adopt this way of thinking without the theorems is jUs~ t?e sort
of a priori argument I want to avoid, even if one allows that some (perhaps even sophlstlca~ed)
understanding about odd/even must have justified Plato's adopting the Pythagorean conception,
and even if Plato would have employed a richer classification system such as Parmenides 1430-4A
with its arguments about even even-times, etc.
12However, least plausible is Fowler's suggestion [1999, 112-3] that odd and even are to be taken
as the ordinal ranking of an antyphairetic expansion of a ratio, where if a > b then the odd'th
expansions = a: b and the even'th expansion = a : b. This would be to make a property of the
expansion of the ratio the subject of all counting and calculation. On the other hand, ordinal
numbers can be divided into odd and even (d. note 11).
13This section summarizes a longer paper in progress. For detailed discussions of numerals,
d., inter alia, Tod [1979], and Threatte [1980] and [1996], Lang [1956] and [1976J, and Johnston
[1979].

Let's turn to what the ordinary Athenian calculator does ca. 367 BCE, one who
does not try to separate numbers from the tangible and visible. What sorts of
nUl~erals wo~ld our 4th century BCE calculator use and what systems for representmg fractIons would he use, where by 'fraction' I mean any amount between
wh~le numbers? There are basically four ways of representing numbers in this
period. They may be represented naturally, by an appropriate number of strokes
or other markers, including pebbles in Pythagorean work on number and other
counters;14 they may be represented by the alphabetic or Ionic system; they may
be. represented by acrophonic numerals and its many variants; and they may be
Written out, as is common in non-mathematical literary texts. Additionally, numbers may be ~;presented in a calculating device, usually employing pebbles, such
~ ~n abacu~. Occasionally, Greeks also used 24 letters of the Greek alphabet to
mdlCate ordmal numbers, e.g., the first book of the Iliad, the fourth law court.I6
Associated with the Ionic system are two methods for representinO' fractions combined non-iterative parts or unit fractions and a later system that i~similar ~o ou~
own com~on fraction~ (n/m). Associated with the acrophonic system is a system
of ~Ub-Ullltsand a Written out system of multiple or iterative parts, or so I shall
claIm. There may have been other systems of fractions, but these are unknown. 17
The most common form of numerals in later Greek is the alphabetic or Ionic
system. Using an extended version of the Greek alphabet the Ionic system uses 27
digits to represent numbers 1, ..., 9 (A, B, r, Do,E, e, Z, 'H, 8); 10, ... 90 (I, ... II,
2, and 100, ..., 900 (P, ..., fl, I). To represent numbers less than 1000 letters are
normally placed higher to lower, e.g., PIle = 186. In later Greek, a line is often
placed above the number to warn the reader that it is a number, e.g., that MH is
48 and not 'not'. For numbers 1000 to 9000, a line may be placed below the letter
f>. or later to the left of it. Sometime after 300 BCE, higher numbers are placed
above M (for myriad or 10000).
The standard representation of a fraction is as a part or a non-iterative combina~ions of parts, wh:re a part is.an nth portion of a u~it, where for n > 2, the symbol
IS the correspondmg letter WIth a slash above it: r is 1/3, which we will write 3'.
Parts may then be combined, but must always be different and not iterate i.e. 2
~ivided by 5 is never EE or 5'5'. Instead, 2 divided by 5 is typically tiE or 3'10'5',
I.e. 1/3 + 1/15. Note that even if the numerals are written together, as here, they
l4Cf. Netz [2002].
15There are also methods for counting and calculating with fingers. Cf. Williams and Williams
[19951·
16Cf. Arist., Ath. Canst. 63-4. In this regard, it is significant that the ranking comes from the
order of th~ alpha~et, not necessarily starting from A, given that the law courts are numbered
from A, w~l1e the Jury pool from each tribe is divided into 10 groups lettered A, ... , K, so that
the boxes mvolve? in a jU~y selection will still be A, ... , K, A, ... , depending on how many juries
are needed .. 0bvI~usly, thiS s~st~m presupposes the Ionic alphabet, officially adopted in 403/2.
The.system ISobViously very hmlted and should hardly be considered a system of numerals. For
th~7lSSue of such representations of ordering, cf. Threatte [1980, 117-9], as welll18 Tod [1954J.
John~ton [1979, 30-1] reports some dots following strokes on some of his Types 50 and 80
and cautiously suggests that they might be fractions. If they are, they are uninterpretable.

are unambiguous, since the larger part normally precedes the smaller part, so that
the example cannot be 1/3 + 1/10 + 1/5.18 For clarity, we might better write it
as 3'15'. The exceptions in the system are that half gets a special sign, C or L.,
and 13 represents 2/3. There is also a ligature for 3/4, as well as other variations,
which need not concern us here.19 I shall call such combined parts, non-iterative.
Later, we also find instances of a non-standard form, common fractions (n/m) but
21
with the denominator on top,20 e.g.
as 2/5.
th
Although the Ionic system goes back at least to the early 6 century, it seems
to have fallen into disuse about 475 BCE and appears but rarely until its revival
in Egypt in the late 4th cent. BCE, when it appears on a marriage contract P.
Eleph. 1, ca. 311/10 BCE, as \-~ (drachmas 1000). Afterwards, it dominates in
rd
th
Egyptian papyri (are there non-Egyptian papyri with numbers from the 4 and 3
centuries BCE?) and contemporary literary mathematical texts. It then appears
in inscriptions primarily as representing ordinal numbers until it becomes, towards
the end of the Hellenistic age, the standard form for representing numbers in all
media. We should be cautious, however. Early Hellenistic papyri are basically
Egyptian papyri, so that it would be more accurate to say that the Ionic system
reemerges as the system of Egypt and literary circles influenced by Egypt.
That said, it might be more reasonable to conclude that Egyptian Greeks from
some time before 311 BCE., their first Ptolemaic appearance in P. Eleph. 1, chose
to use Ionic numerals instead of acrophonic ones and that from there the custom
spread. This possibility is supported by the fact that one of the oldest published
Egyptian Greek papyri, an expense account of travelers on the Nile from before 300
22
BCE and two unpublished papyri of the same period have acrophonic numerals.

i

18Hibeh i.27 (Grenfell et al, [1906]) has at least two clear exceptions to this, where 45' is written
5'40' (Ins. 89, 123, cf. also 153 for 3'10'40'5'5', clearly an error that was poorly corrected - it
should be 3'10'5'40'5, i.e. 3'15'45').
19Cf. Fowler [1999, 224-9J. Fowler uses 2' for 1/2 and 3" for 2/3, where I use Land 2', which
are closer to the original, if less clear to the modern reader.
20Here I use the terminology of Fowler [1999, 227].
rd
21Cf. Fowler [1999, 255-7J and Vitrac [1992, 162-41. Certainly, by the 3
cent. CE, such
fractions are not uncommon, as in Diophantus. Metrodorus (ca. 300 C.E.) writes out in his
poems even unreduced fractions, cf. Greek Anthology xiv 117 (1:x,o<... omOtor 2/6), 119 (060
,E'tpo<,o<or 2/4), 140 (ou' &X,o<or 2/6), 143 (ou' Oyooa or 2/8). Although he normally will use
written out common fractions, I note that Metrodorus once (xiv 121) writes out a unit fraction
for 2/15 as "eighth and twelfth of one tenth (Oyooov 1\01: Il'Yjc;; OWOEXo<,OV
OEXOtU1C;;)"
, but this way
of writirig 120' may be due to metrical constraints.
22The papyrus is from Saqqara, labeled Sak GP.9 No. 5676, and was found during in an
expedition of 1971/2. Cf. Turner [1975]. To make this argument that it predates 300 BCE, we
must ignore the fact that one basis for Turner's dating is the fact that the numerals are acrophonic.
Fortunately, Turner uses other criteria for the dating. Turner also implies that other papyri found
in the expedition had acrophonic numerals. However, the bulk of the collection has never been
published and may never be published since the negatives are lost and some of the papyri stolen
(communications of John Tait and Harry Smith). Prof. Smith and the Egypt Exploration Society
kindly supplied me with photographs of S.H5-GP.l n. 1909 and S.H5-GP.2 n. 1910, found in
1966/7. GP.l on the recto has writing in a language other than Greek. On the verso, it has ~~III,
probably 4+4+3 = 11 drachmas (Cyrenian). GP.2 has, inter alia, acrophonic representations of

We could as easily infer that it is in the first decades of Macedonian rule that Ionic
numerals b:came common. In other words, the papyrological and literary evidence
says ~ery lIttle about the use of Ionic numerals before 300 BCE. The full history
of lomc numerals has yet to be written; however, if we are merely interested in the
numerals tha~ Plato would have used, it is highly likely that he would have used
the acrophomc system.
. ,w-hether or not the Ionic system was revived and not just hidden from our view,
It IS also reasonable to ask when the Ionic system of fractions was also invented.
The system of parts and non-iterative compound parts emerges like Athena fully
f~rmed, in P. ~ibe~ i 27,. a parapegma from about 300 BCE, providing ti~es of
mght and daylIght In equInoctial hours, and adding or subtractina 45' hours per
day, t? a maximu~ and. minim~m of 14 and 10 hours, respectiv:ly.23 The use
of lomc numerals IS conSIstent WIth its being a literary text engaged in a play of
~u~bers. How~ve~,is P. Hibeh i 27 part of an aged tradition of Ionic fractions, or
ISIt at the begInmng of the tradition?
. Clearly, the system of.fracti~ns was invented before P. Hibeh i 27; the question
IS rath~r how ~uch earlIer. GIVen the close connection between the common or
~emotic EW~I~ system of fra~tions and the Ionic system, even if there are minor
dIfferences,. It IS al~ost certaIn that the Ionic system of fractions derives from
~he Demo~Icsystem. That said, we could tell many stories about how and when
It w~ derr:e~. Perhaps it was derived when the Ionic system itself was invented.
~gaInst thI~ IS ~he fact that there is, apparently, no occurrence of the Ionic fractional notatIOn In any of the texts that employ Ionic numerals prior to 300 BCE.26
Furthermore, the author of Hibeh i,27.37-39 hints that the use of fractions at the
level of Hibeh ~ at le~t v:ryonerous, so that he will refrain from a diurnal account.
Of course, 10~ICnotatIon ISrare in any case, and the context might just never have
been approprIate. However, the lack of earlier examples and the testimony of the
auth.o~ ~hould le~ one to doubt that the notation goes back very far. Another
possIbII~ty,then, ISth~t the new Macedonian rulers of Egypt simply adopted local
account~ng and .t~atIo~ practices and so adapted the Demotic system. There is
yet a thIrd pOSSIbIlIty,SInce we are inventing stories, that Eudoxus learned about
1~ drachmas and 2 drachmas, and 3 drachmas (IH). It should be noted that there is a
eat
difference between the informality of these texts, and the formality of the marriage contra::. P.
E.leph 1, where each occurence of the numeral, I-~ (1000 drachmas), is separated off and
'tt
differently from the other alphas.
wn en
23?ne might misreada ~relim~nar~ re.port by Threatte [1996, 4481 as indicating a non-iterative
fractIOn on ~ t~en unpubhshed Il1SCnptlOnon grain taxation from 374/3 BCE, but the text is, in
fact, a descriptIOn of tW? separate taxes, a twelfth tax and a fiftieth tax. Cf. Stroud [1998 4 6
9, 26-39], Ins 6-8 of the Il1scription.
' , ,
24A Fowler observ~ [1999, 258~62], P. Cairo 89127-30, 37-43 from the 3rd cent. BCE uses
a symbol for 5/6, which he descnbes as a ligatured 2'6' The questl'on I'Sho
.
ligature.
.
w one conceives a
25~f. C~r~omalis [20?3]. Chrisomalis also derives the Ionic system from Demotic; however
even .If he 15 nght, the~e 15 still no necessity that both systems, the whole number system and th~
fractIOnal system, derived from Demotic at the same time.
26Communication of Prof. Alan Johnston.

the Demotic system while visiting Heliopolis, adapted it to his Ionic system (itself
akin to the Demotic system), and introduced it to members of the Academy (say,
370-360), whose political and scientific heirs introduced it back into Egypt. I conclude that we should be sceptical as to the origins of the Ionic system of fractions.
This does not mean that the concept of treating fractions as non-iterative parts
did not exist earlier. For this, we need to turn to the two other ways of representing numbers. However, the evidence strongly suggests that when Plato wrote the
Republic, he would not have used the Ionic system of fractions.
The other general way of representing numbers is the so-called acrophonic systems, since there are many variations both between cities and within each systemthe Roman numeral system is a one such variation.27 Although it is apparently
as old as the Ionic system, it only becomes the standard method of representing
numbers in Athens in the 5th cent.28 The standard form of the acrophonic system
is to have symbols for 1 (I), 5 (f), 10 (Ll), 50 (F-), 100 (H), 500 (1'"), and 1000
(X), etc. As in the Roman numeral system, l's, lO's, 100's, 1000'.s, are rep~ated
up to four times and are written in descending order. So 2476 mIght be WrItten
XXHHHHF-LlLlfI. Nine is always fIlII and never ILl, as it is in late versions of
the Roman system. There are many practical differences, as we shall see, between
the acrophonic whole number system and the Ionic system. Given our interests in
Plato, here are the more significant.
1. Ionic numerals can be used to represent ordinals; in fact, after their revival
and throughout the 3rd cent. BeE, this is possibly the most common use
of Ionic numerals in inscriptions, to indicate dates, and mirrors the use of
ordinary Greek letters to represent ordinals. On the other hand, acrophonic
numerals are never used to represent ordinals. This may be conceptually
related to the next point.
2. In an important sense, not only are Ionic fractions non-iterative, but so are
the numerals for whole numbers. In any Ionic numeral, each numeral can only
appear once. Note that ~ (1000) is, strictly speaking a different numeral from
A (1). The Acrophonic system is not iterative throughout (5's, 50's, etc. do
not iterate), but it is iterative in the l's, 10's, 100's, etc.29
3. In addition to representing ordinals, Ionic numerals are numerically neutral.
27To call the Roman numeral system a variation, we need to attend more to the structure of
the system than to the feature of having the first letter of the word for the number being the
representation, a feature that leads to ambiguity and which is not always strictly followed.
28Threatte [1980, 112] says that it appears in Attic inventories ju~t before the middle o~ the 5th
century although outside Attica it appears in the first half of the SIXth century BCE, while Lang
[1956, 20-21] gives one example, no. 86, of acrophonic numerals as ~ graphitto fro~ the turn of
the 6th cent. BCE. In other words, it was invented about the same time as the Iomc system but
was introduced earlier into Attica.
29Similarly, in the systems of Archimedes and Apollonius, the ?umberals do ~ot iterate in t~e
sense of having the same values in their iterations. For example, m the Apolloman system, t:>. 111
the second myriad has the value 4,0000,0000, and in the first myriad 4,0000.

The same symbol is used whether we are talking about drachmas or dogs
So, in P. Eleph .. 1, th~ symbol for 1000 was preceded by a drachma sign:
The drachma SIgn f- IS actually the standard Attic symbol for 1 drachma in
the acrophonic system. If I am writing 12 drachmas, I will write Ll f-f-, if 12
staters, ~E, if 12 talents (weight/money) ~TT, if 12 khoes (volume) LlXX
(note too.the potential ambiguity), but if I am writing 12 dogs, I will write
LlII. So dIfferent units of currency/weight/volume will be written as different
units. It is as.if we were to use the Roman system in giving prices and wrote
that the mOVIecost X$$ or hybrids of the form X$I, instead of $XII.3o

f-~:

4. Since the words for ordinals larger than second in Greek are the same as
the words for n'th parts (as in English), it is natural that Ionic numerals
conceived ordinally, be adapted to a Demotic system of parts. So far as
can tell, .there is no general system for writing out fractional parts in the
acrophomc system. There are, at best, symbols for certain privileaed fractions, 'half', 'fourth', 'eighth', 'twelfth'. The norm in ordinary arithmetic is
to do just what we normally do, only more so. I am a buying a mina of a
~edley of pork lung and womb at 2 obols 3 coppers a mina to grill up some
mce r.nez~dhes(to use modern Greek). Since my neighbor is making a small
contrIbutIOn to the party, I want to divide the purchase in a ratio of 5 : 1. We
multiply 1 mina (a half-stater3I) by 6 and change the unit to twelfth-staters
and ask my butcher to lay aside 5 twelfth-staters. I also want to separate out
the expenses and so take 1 sixth of my 2 obols 3 coppers (at 8 coppers to
the obol). To find my share of the expenses I have the usual choices but will
certainly borrow my butchers abacus. I might multiply 2 obols 3 c;ppers by
5 to get 11 obols 7 coppers. To divide by six, I see that I get 1 obol with a
sixth of 5 obols 7 coppers.32 This is trivial, if tedious, certainly easier with
the abacus, and almost what we do. Greeks using the acrophonic system
treated fractions as subunits.33

i

I said that the Greeks of Plato's time would do what we do, only more so, because
I suspect. that the halves, quarters, and twelfths, of these texts are barely, if at
all, conceIved as our common fractions and certainly not as non-iterative combined
parts. They are more like units, just as a quart for us is a unit that is one quarter
30T~reatte [.1980, 112] points out that in inscriptions the use of alternative symbols for the unit
and higher umts almost exclusively occurs in the case of currency, but that the other measures
X (cho~) and K (kotyl) are mainly graffitti on vases. This is unimportant to my argument, sinc~
both Will have been a part of ordinary representations of 'perceptible numbers'.
31The stater in currency is less than a mina, but having a different value in different states
(2. and later 4 drachmas in Athens). However, the weight system is different, with 1 stater = 2
mlnae. Cf. Lang and Crosby [1964, 4-5J.
32The example is obvi?usl! a fiction but is based on two early l,t century BCE inscriptions
SEG 47:196A and B, which 111 fact use a combination of a variant acrophonic numeral for obols
and Iomc numerals above a X for COppers or chalkeioi. Cf. Steinhauer [1994] as well as Pleket et
al. [2000].
33Yitrac [1992, 164J.

of a gallon, where unit symbols are frequently symbols for that kind of unit, the
symbol for 1 obol differs from the symbol for 1 drachma .. Or rather, users need
not have made a tight distinction between parts and SUbUllltS.We all know that a
quart is a quarter of the next unit up, but usually don't thin.k about it.
.
Normally in commerce one multiplies to get a smaller. Ulllt. In th~ acropholllc
system, fractions are normally handled by getting new UllltS and treatl~g the fractions as multiples of the smaller units. Larger numbers can be treated III th.e same
way.34 One shifts quickly from one sort of unit to ano~her as one sets up dlffere?t
parts of the calculation, a task easily handled on abacI whose columns could shIft
values on the basis of need, now a talent, now a drachma, now ten drachmas, etc.
So the fact that we find 'half quarter obols', for example, is not more surprising
than the other sorts of divisions, e.g., the sixther (~X1:E:uc;)
or a unit that is 1/6 medminos (dry volume), the difference being that, just as one does not write out m?re
than one five-sign (II), one does not normally write out more than one half-sl~n
(often C, a symbol also of the Ionic system) or one quarter si~n (often T), whIle
one can write up to five sixthers, or other multiples of halves, I.e., three halves or
five halves.35 Most fractions in extant texts are really subunits.
One takes some part and because the acrophonic system cannot handle more
arcane fractions fractions would have been written out. That said, we do not
th
th
find complicated non-iterative fractions written out in the 5 or 4 centuries of
the form, "third fifteenth." We do find, however, the equivalent fraction treated as
iterative parts:
two portions of the five (LWVltEVLe:
LcXC;
060 1l0(PClC;
) - Thucydides, Hist.
i 10.2.5, on the portion of the Peloponnesus that Sparta rules.
the two of five parts (ltEVLe:lle:pwvLcX0(0) - Aristotle, Politics II
9.1270a24, on the portion of Spartan land owned by women.
The land is divided into five parts, and then two parts are taken.
This way of conceiving fractions always deals with a determinate amount. It says
nothing about how we are to conceive of the fraction of an indeterminate amount.
34Cf. Lang [1957] for a suggestions

that Herodotus

calculates

with large numbers

by treating

myriads (10000) as units.
"
351 suspect that the primary reason we don t find CC IS a matter of standard form and not
conceptual. Lang [1956, 8], discusses an amphora with IIHH, which she interprets as 2 half half
them down on the way. One does
d gues that the owner was measuring out choes and marking
anar
.'
kf"
kd
find unreduced fractions in late antiquity. However, the Hippocratic corpus ca~l spea ? coo e
of copper half-portion, of myrrh two half-portions, of saffron three portions, a lIttle honey
fIower
,
'So'
'
-cooked with wine (avue<; XaAXOUOlt'tov ~l.lLl.lO(pLOV,
ol.lupvTJ<:;
5uo 'J~4!OLPL<X,
~oxou :pe:L<:;
l.lOLpotL,
eA 'AIYOV ouv otvWOlt'tWl.le:vot)"at De ulceribus 12.27-30 for swellIngs and mfiamatlOns around
~n ~I~er. The use of' 'two half-portions' is appropriate because one is doubling a half-portion. Cf.
notes 21 and 40 for other examples of unreduced fractions. Netz [200~, p. 11], regards the use of
h If third drachmas, etc. as evidence for unit-fractions.
However, It IS not uncommon to find
t:r~-halv~
and five-halves in late 5th_3rd cent. BCE inscriptions.
Cf. Threatte [1996, 447], as
well as Didyma 84,85,86,87
(all 217/6 BCE), Delos 1D 500 (297 ~CE), and I~T ~yz Kapu
Da 1486 (Mysia, 4th cent. BCE). Since I am distinguishing
iterative and non-IteratIve parts,
on: can say that Greeks used parts as their basic fractional units.

An Attic inscription, IG 112 1675 Ins. 17-20, from 337/6, providing specifications
for the dowels and dowel receptors of column drums for a portico in Eleusis, shows
how this conception of iterative parts can be conceived abstractly and connected
to a conception of subunits.
He will work on copper of Marion mixed with regard to the twelfth
[portion], the eleven parts of copper, the twelfth of tin (XctAXOU
OE:
e:py<xcrELClL
McxpLEwc;
xe:xPIltlEVOU
L~VOWOe:X<XLTJV,
LcX~V5e:XCl
llEPTJXctAXOU,
La OE:OWOEXClLOV
XClHLLEpOU).
36
A twelfth is taken as an indeterminate portion of a unit mixture, with the mixture
made up of 11 portions of copper and 1 portion of tin.
Empedocles, DK 33 B96, likewise uses the language of parts to describe a mixture
with an unreduced fraction, where bone is consitituted by eight parts, two for Nestis
(air and water?), four for Hephaestus (fire?) and the remaining two of earth. 37 Here
the parts are not reduced, Le., one, two, and one parts of four, perhaps because
the two for Nestis are one part each for air and water. For our purposes, it is
enough that the fraction is given in the same language of parts and, interestingly,
in unreduced parts.
Whether or not these two examples illustrate the common language of mixture,
it should be obvious that it is much easier to work with than a system of Ionic
fractions which might ask the user to take two-thirds quarter of the total for one
and twelfth of the other. This holds true for any sort of mixture of ingredients,
36The inscription uses XaAxo<:;to mean both bronze and copper (as clearly in the second occurrence here). The first occurrence here specifies that the XaAxo<:;should be from Marion (a city in
Cyprus), whose copper was valued for its purity. Given that the contractor would be expected to
smelt the bronze and that the auditor would have little means of determining whether imported
bronze was 1/11 tin or 1/14 tin (say that less than 2% change in the mixture is not observable), it
would be odd to say that the bronze should be from Marion. However, it is possible that "Marion
bronze" was a name for bronze made with copper from Marion. So the first occurrence is probably,
but not necessarily, 'copper'.
For these and other details on the chemical and economic issues,
cf. Varoufakis [1975]. 'The twelfth', an internal accusative, is feminine without a modified noun.
It is difficult to know what noun should be supplied, whether l.lo!pav (cf. Thucydides above) or
l.le:p(<:;
(e.g. Stroud [1998, 4-5] Ins. 8,28,30,32;
Agora 16.75), perhaps the word understood in the
feminine of a tax amount, ~ 5w5e:xcX'tTJ
(the twelfth). Clearly, the author assumes we know what
is to be supplied, which suggests that the phrase is formulaic.
37~ 51:X13wvE:ltLTJP0<:;
/;v e:uo'tepvol<:;X0cXVOLOL
/ 'twv (all mss. of Aristotle, Themistius, Asclepius,
Philoponus, and Sophonias; Alexander, ps.-Alexander
(In Met.), Syrianus: 't<X<:;;
Simplicius: 't<X;
Steinhart for Aristotle (ap. Ross) 'tw) 5&0 'twv 6x'tw l.le:pewvMXe: N1\O'tL5o<:;
OOYATJ<:;,
/ 'teoootpot 5'
'Hcpalo'tOLo· 't<X5' oo'teot Ae:UX<X
yevoV'to/ 'APl.l0v(TJ<:;
XOAATJ10LV
eXpTJPo'tot
6e:Olte:OLTJ13e:V
(Grateful earth
in her broad-chested
melting-pots gets possession of two of the eight parts from the gleam of
Nestis and four from Hephaestus. They became white bones, divinely fit together by the gluings
of Harmony.).
In De anima i 5 41Oa4-6, Aristotle quotes the first three lines. Simplicius, In
Physica 300.21-4 adds the fourth line. The variations in the Aristotelian commentator's
quotations, especially the feminine in Alexander, In Met. 135.16, etc., shows that there is no basic
conception of what the supplied word is to be for 'the two of the eight parts'. For the meaning
of the text, cr., for example, Wright (1981), 208-10. In fact, Aristotle, De partibus animalium i 1
642al8-22 calls these parts a ratio, which ties the notion of parts to the the notion of ratio (see
my subsequent discussion above).

whether in metallurgy, pharmacology,38 or cooking,39 and even taxation.4o We can
also see the system of iterative parts as closely akin to the system of subunits. In
the example, the twelfth is, in effect, a subunit of the whole. The difficulty is to
find the appropriate part that constitutes the division one wants to make.
The system of iterative parts also ties in neatly into the language of ratio.41 It
is easy to forget in the hunt for the earliest occurrence of the word 'ratio (Myoe;)'
(Heraclitus fro 31), that the language of ratios goes back to the beginning of Greek
literature (Homer, Odyssey ix 209-1042). In fact, were it not for specifying the
base portion as a twelfth, we could not tell whether IG n2 1675 were specifying
the ingredients of the alloy in the language of ratios or the language of multiple
parts. In this regard, there is little difference conceptually between the two prior
to the discovery of incommensurability and hence in the language of numbers. Yet,
it is easy to see why Greeks would keep the two notions separate. If a fraction is
essentially a portion of a whole, the fraction would only be functionally the same
as a ratio if the second term of the ratio is the whole. So when the metallurgist
prepares the alloy, the ratio of 11 : 1 would be conceived as relating parts of single
unit which is the sum of the terms of the ratio.
We can see this connection in yet one more occurance of two..fifths, Herodotus
viii 129 (perhaps describing a small tsunami that engulfed a Persian army attacking
Potidaea through a shallow lagoon during a 'flowing back' of the sea):
'ne; of: ,ae; 060 llE'vllo(pcxe;OLOOOLltOP~)(e:ocxv,
E1:Lof: ,pe:1'e;\mOAOLltOL
~acxv
,Ctc;OLe:AMv,cxe;
xpTjv e:LVCXL
EOWEV ,fj IIcxAA~vn,EltTjHle:ltAT]lllluplc;
,Tje;
38 Many recipes in the Hippocratic corpus do not specify amounts at all, and some others
specific measures; however, there are recipes that are given purely in terms of portions.
Cf.
De ulceribus 12.27-8, 28-33, 33-37, 15.4-6, 9-lD, 21.18-21, as one would expect where dosage is
irrelevant. I have not made a careful survey of Egyptian medical texts, but a perusal of the
Papyrus Ebers [Joachim/Bryan,
1930], ca. 1500 BCE, yields the following: either measures are
equal and listed as 1 for each or the measures are in parts, where the parts do not need to add up
to one, the only parts not n'ths are 2/3 (2 times) and 5/6 (3 times), otherwise, all measures are 3',
L., 4',8',16',32',
or 64' (recall that teaspoon = 96' cup, and that a pinch is less than 8' teaspoon).
Note that it would also be lunatic to take 64' as the common part and then to measure out 16
units. Contrast this Egyptian measure with the Hippocratic De morbis ii 55.21-2: a drachma-ish
(handful) of oregano, about what you can hold with three fingers (OPLYtXvOU
OPotXllUia0011'01
1:pLol
Oax1:UAOLOL
ltepLAaj3e!v).
39It is tempting to think that Aristophanes, Equites 1187 (with the explanation of Suda, Lexicon
/'t 1262), "you have to drink it [wine] mixed three and two ("EXe Xot\XeXpCl\lEvoV
1:Plotxotl ouo)," in
other words three parts water and two wine, reflects the same language of parts. Of course, we
can read it as a ratio, 3 : 2, but that is not the idiom, or rather we may ask how the language of
ratios and of parts are distinguished.
4oCf. a tax collection of two tenths, Agora 17557, Ins. 58-9 (Athens, 374/3 BCE), also Stroud
[1998, 80-1, d. 27-8] for the difficulties in interpreting 'two tithes'.
41That a late writer, such as Iamblichus (d. In Nic. arith. intro. 64.1-14), might call a 'triple
ratio' the triple of a number may be dismissed as coming from a period when the distinction
between multiple and ratio was already eroding. So my arguments will not depend on these sorts
of texts.
421:'01
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(As they marched through two portions, while there further
remained three needed for those crossing to be there on the Pallene
(the peninsula of Potidaea), a great rise of the sea came up on them,
such as had never before, although it is frequent, as the inhabitants
say.)
One could read this merely as providing a ratio of 2 : 3 for the amount crossed to
the amount not crossed, but it is not expressed in that way. The fraction is provided
by giving portions of the amount and the portions of the remainder, which we can
then add up to five if we want.
. It is to be expected that use of iterative parts and of subunits also ties neatly
mto the most fundamental theorems of Euclid, Elements vii-ix. So if we think
of a calculation where we need to find the appropriate subunit for comparing two
amounts, we naturally need the greatest common part (or greatest measure of
the two). This is just what the opening, anthuphairetic propositions of Euclid
Elements vii 1-3, do. They do not involve the notion of ratio, which is built u;
gradually out of these propositions, first by working out conditions under which
two numbers are the same parts of other numbers (4-10), before we get the first
proposition on proportions (11). We can see these early propositions of Elements
vii-ix 20 as setting up deteriminate cases, namely of a part, what measures a
whole, then paired with propositions expanding these cases to indeterminate cases
treating iterated parts of a whole (cf. Mendell [2007]). The Elements shows n~
trace of non-iterative parts, but much of it is about iterated parts.43
So we could look at Elements vii 1-10 out of their context as buildinCTan account
of subunits, with the theory of ratios of whole' numbers as built on
We want
to find a common unit for two measures, say 3 parts of 14 parts and 7 parts of
10 parts. So using the procedure of Elements vii 2 we find the greatest common
measure of 14 and 10, namely 2, and find that 2 is a seventh of 14 and a fifth of
10. This gives us the unit 70, and that one part of 14 parts is 5 parts of 70 parts
and that one part of 10 parts is 7 parts of 70 parts. Hence, 3 parts of 14 parts will
be 15 parts of 70 parts and 7 parts of 10 parts will be 49 parts of 70 parts. We can
now add or subtract the 15 and 49 parts since they have a common unit.
I admit that this account may contain some mythology. We have only indirect
evidence for it. Yet it is a wealth of indirect evidence, a sense of how to manipulate

tl.

4,3There is ~n implicit phil?sophy o.fnumber in Euclid involving three types of numbers, eXpLUf.lO(,
ltA7]UI'J,
and f.lep7](parts). It IS sometimes suggested that vii 37-9 reflect a system of non-iterative
par:s. In fact, the theorems 37-8 concern a single part, that n has an mth part iff m measures n,
whIle 39 concerns a class of problems for finding the least whole that has an ml th part an m th
part, etc. Of course, this can be used to find a least whole for a non-iterative fraction 'but ~ is
clear fro~ its application in the Greek Anthology xiv, e.g., 116, 119, 123, the techniq'ue u~ed in
~he sch~ha to. solve these sorts of problems, Elements vii 39 has a broader application which can
111clud~It.eratlve parts, namely that of finding a least whole number with an mlth part, an m2th,
where It IS allowed that some mith = some other mjth. These issues, however, are far from my
present concern.

division on a Greek abacus, a sense that Greek calculators used subunits and
thought in terms of multiples of subunits, and the snippets of their discourse of
parts that surely fit what they did on abaci. I could go further to examine how it fits
with other snippets of Greek mathematics on number problems or deeper concerns
in the theory of ratio.44 It is a curiosity that the Greeks developed number theory,
while the Egyptians and Babylonians, each with a rich system of fractions, did
not. Of course, Egyptians and Babylonians used subunits, but within the context
of their system of fractions. If I am right that the Greek system of fractions was
primarily a system of subunits with associated systems of iterative parts and ratios
of numbers, then the development of number theory is much more comprehensible.

3

Digression on Calcution after the time of Plato

The verb AOY(~W just means 'to calculate', and so we expect logistike to be a science
or craft of calculation. Our difficulty in knowing what this could be is partly
a matter of divining Plato's intent and partly a matter of rediscovering Greek
mathematical pedagogy. At the very least logistike is the art of calculation, of
learning how to perform the four basic mathematical operations in the acrophonic
system or on an abacus. It will also include learning how calculate in the different
measurement systems and how to use subunits. Let's arbitrarily call this basic
logistike. Beyond are basic arithmetical problems of a sort that I shall be discussing
in this section, puzzle logistike, as 'problem' has been preempted by the next
group. Demonstrative logistike should be distinguished by two subjects, the theory
of arithmetical problems and the study of special properties of numbers such as
even/ odd or of interesting classes of numbers such as perfect or prime numbers.
The distinction is only partly artificial, since it is relatively uncontroversial that
Elements ix 21-34 on odd/even constitute a departure from what precedes,45 while
even the prime number theorem, Elements ix 20, a capstone theorem ending the
previous discussion, might be seen as having, nonetheless, a very different interest
from what precedes it.
Elements vii-ix 19 may be seen as an elaborate treatise providing the foundation
for solving arithmetical problems and for determining when they have a whole
number solution. We can think of the basic strategy outlined in these books as
providing procedures for finding the least whole number solutions to a part of
a problem if such exist and under what conditions such exist. As in the case of
geometry, the difference with the metrical tradition is not simply that there are two
traditions, one that tells you how to solve a metrical problem by examples and one
440ne arena of play is the treatment of certain quantitative relations where the mathematician
keeps one relatum fixed in order to compare the other. For example, if I want to say that A is
faster than B, I might find a common distance that they both travel to compare the time or find
a common time to compare the distance. This is the basic conception of Aristotle in Physics vi 2.
This should be contrasted with the more general treatment of speeds in Autolycus (On Rotating
Spheres, defs.) who just compares the ratio of distances traveled with the ratio of times of travel.
Cf. Mendell (2007).
45E.g., Becker [1936].

th.at p.rove~a theorem or tells to how to construct/find
a JustIficatIon. Each, arguably, feeds the other, the
to be translated into the language of construction
providing justified procedures. Certainly, Elements
doing, is providing this.

a figure/number or ratio with
metrical providing procedures
and proof, the demonstrative
vii-ix 19, whatever else it is

Consi.der the puzzle logistike. lamblichus mentions a procedure, the bloom of
th
Thymandas (5 cent. BCE?), for finding an undefined quantity if its sum with n
other quantities is a certain amount (Le., the amount is given) and its sum with
each of them is also a certain amount.46 The problem clearly reflects an interest in
number games, which find their highest (or at least largest) expression in the Cattle
Problem of Archimedes. Nonetheless, one can also connect it with a tradition of
teaching number/mensuration problems in arithmetic and geometry. It is curious,
perhaps even deliberate, that lamblichus presents the bloom abstractly, i.e. as a
general rule about numbers written out, in the manner of propositions in Euclid's
Elements, while the Cattle Problem is a piece of 'common calculation' and concerns
counting the cattle of the sun.
We have almost no knowledge of either pedagogy or arithmetical play in the
th
th
5 and 4 centuries. However, it would be surprising if it were very different
in a general way, from pedagogy elsewhere the non-Greek world, where problem~
are ~ften given concretely, Le. with actual numbers of perceptibles, to use Plato's
termmology. The bloom of Thyrmaridas can easily be constructed as an applied
problem, e.g., in mixing an alloy. It would certainly be natural for a later writer
influenced by Plato, to extract the pure arithmetic out of a method presented
concretely.47 lamblichus goes on to show how one can get many solutions even
those with "divided units." However, the application of the bloom that lamblichus
next provides illustrates exactly what Socrates says in Rep. vii. He sets up an
application of the bloom to a problem, to find 4 numbers, aI, a2, aa, a4, such that
al + ~2 = 2 (aa + a4), al + aa = 3 (a2 + a4), al + a4 = 4 (a2 + aa), although
lambhchus expresses these values as the first, the second, etc. His solution involves
taking the sum of all a2, aa, a4 to be 2 . 3 . 4 . 5. Thus, instead of having a
result where, e.g., al = 1, but the others are iterations of 73rd., the results are the
least whole numbers satisfying the conditions. For his second example of the same
class of problems, namely where al + a2 = 3/2 (aa + a4), al + aa = 4/3 (a2 + a4),
46Ia~blichus: In Nic. a~th. 62.18-63.2, with the application, 63.2-68.26. Cf. Heath [1921,
94-6] With cautions about hiS algebraic presentation. Basically, if a1 + ...+an = So, and a1 +a2 =
Sl, ... , a1 + an = Sn-1, then a1 = [(Sl + ...+ snil - soJ/(n - 2).
471n t~e Greek ~nthology xiv: poem 49 looks as if it is set up to be solved by the bloom of
Thymarldas. One IS asked to mix gold, bronze, tin, and iron to make a crown so that the total
amount is 60 min.ae (not light). The gold + bronze = 2/3 the total, the gold + tin = 3/ the
4
total, the gold + Iron = 3/5 the total. One calculates these amounts and proceeds to apply the
bloom, name.ly.one adds them up to get: 40 + 50 + 36 = 121, subtracts 60 minae to get 61 minae,
and finally diVides by 2 .(the total number of ingredients less 2) to get 30 1/2 minae of gold, and
finaly calculates 9 1/2 mmae of bronze, 14 1/2 minae of tin, and 5 1/2 minae of iron. However it
should be noted. that it is unknown when this poem was written; the anthology ascribes it to ~ne
Socrates. Cf. Vltrac [1992, 155-8J for a brief survey of these types of texts in Greek mathematics.

al + a4 = 5/4 (a2 + a3), where '3/2' stands for 'half again', etc., he takes the sum
of al , a2 , a3 , a4 to be 2 . 5 . 7 . 9.48 One multiplies to avoid dividing 49a unit. Now,
.
even if the bloom of Thymaridas goes back to the fifth century BCE, there IS no
reason to think that the application does nor that it is a class of problems that
Plato would have thought about. However, unless one means by the claim that a
subject is the study of ratio if it involves multiplication and division, the bloom
of ThYmaridas and Iamblichus' application are not directly about ratios, although
the generalization does require applying some facts about the ratios of numbers.
Yet, the application does fit the description of Socrates in Rep. viL
Even if Elements vii-ix 19 are primarily concerned with finding least whole number solutions to problems, they can be thought of as the first step in solving a slew
of problems. For example, suppose that I have a problem set up involving a collection of unknowns, Xl, •.• , Xn, where the set-up involves a number a, and I notice
that by ignoring a, I can get an indeterminate problem that has a least whole
number solution. I now calculate a number aD that plays the same role as a. My
solution can now be derived by multiplying each false solution by a and by l/ao.
Without the requirement that the false value be a least whole number solution, this
method of single false position pervades Babylonian and Egyptian mathematics.
Many of the problems of Greek Anthology xiv naturally fall into this class of
sinO'lefalse position procedures. 50 Typically, we are given n unknowns with n - 1
unknowns given as (iterative) parts of a whole, and the n'th as a determinate
amount. For example, xiv 116, from the group ascribed to Metrodorus, divides
an unknown whole of nuts, here S, into 8 portions, 2/7 S (E~oofl<X
OOLcX
in the
poem and written ('(', Le. 7'7' in the scholion to it), 1/12 S, 1/6 S, 1/3 S, 20
nuts, 12 nuts, 11 nuts, and 1 nut.5l The scholiast takes the least number that
divides into the parts (the LCM of the numbers coordinate with the parts, of 7,
12, 6, 3, to use the language of Iamblichus), a false sum of 84 nuts. Since this
48In fact if we think of the coefficients as ni : mi, the multiplier is ni +lni for each coefficient, as
Iamblichus'makes
clear when he turns to his second example (where the coefficients are epimoric),
in other words, for 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, one multiplies 3·4·5
to get the sum of the terms in the bloom,
and if they are 3:2, 4:3, 5:4, one multiplies 5·7·9 to get the sum. However, given p as the number
of terms in the bloom, if the sum is not divisible by p - 2, Le., the number of coefficients -1, one
then needs to increase the sum by multiplying it by some appropriate factor of p - 2, in order to
make the value of the first term whole. Heath, op. cit. note 46, explains this only for the case
of 3 coefficients, namely that one may need to multiply by 2. However, Iamblichus is less than
pellucid, if not deeply confused over for the reason for the selection of the multipliers in each
example (cf. In Nic. anth. 64.1-14, 66.16-67.1). Incidentally, it is a sufficient conditi.o~ ~or the
sum to be divisible by p - 2, that there be two terms ni + Ini and Inj + nj, each dlVlslble by
p _ 2, although more refined tests are easy to find.
.
49Iamblichus names a Thymaridas in the Pythagorean cult from Paros (De vtta Pyth. 128.19,
145.5) and another Pythagorean
from Tarantum, cited by one Androkydos (De vita Pyth. 81.1118). However, it is equally possible that the bloom is a later discovery merely named after some
Thymaridas.
For doubts, cf. Zhmud [2006, 179].
50For a classification of the problems; cf. Tannery [1894J.
51For this scholion, cf. Diophantus,
Opera Omnia, vol. 2, ed. Tannery (Leipzig: Teubner,
1895), 53-4.

divides into 2/7 . 84 = 24, 1/12· 84 = 7, 1/6· 84 = 14, 1/3· 84 = 28, the sum
of these parts will be 73, so that the remainder is 84 - 73 = 11. Now the actual
remainder needs to be 20 + 12 + 11+ 1 = 44 nuts. If we multiply the total and each
part by 4, we will get the corrected amount, 96 nuts + 28 nuts + 56 nuts + 112
nuts +(20 + 12 + 11 + 1) nuts = 336 nuts. We can anachronistically describe the
problem as (xnI/ml + ... + xnp/mp) + c = x. By finding the least number which
has these parts, in effect, the LCM of mI, ... , mp = m = X/alse, we find the sum
of (nI/ml + ...+ np/mp) . m = n, a whole number, so that C/alse = m - n. Hence
X = m '. (c/(m
- n)), :vhich can, if one wishes, be trivially verified algebraically.
The chOice of m fits WIth the tenor of Elements vii-ix 19 of laying out techniques
whose basis is the finding of the least whole solutions to problems, and it seems
to me a natural development out of the conception of fractions as subunits and
iterative parts. In fact, the scholia to Gr. Anth. xiv 2 and 3, which Tannery
plausibly attributed to Metrodorus,52 base the strategy on Elements vii 39, "To
find a number which is least of those having the given parts," and v 15, "Parts
taken in relation to one another have the same ratio as their multiples."53
So far as I know, there is no such drive in Babylonian and Egyptian uses of the
technique to keep the numbers whole up to the end, where the choice does not
rule out fractions in the steps. 54 In fact, for the problems in question it makes no
difference to the procedure what one takes as an initial value, so that seeking the
least whole number is significant. All this does not imply that the strategy is as
old as Plato. Yet, it is consonant with what Socrates says in the Republic.
52Cf. Tannery [1894] and Tannery's note in Diophantus [1895, v. 2, 44 n. 1J.
53The scholion to Gr. Anth. xiv 2, a distribution of gold talents (Diophantus [1895], v. 2, p.
44): "'I Pallas .... ' To find a number which leaving out 8' 10' 20' will have remainder 9 units. This
happens if we find a number which is least that will have the proposed parts, that is according
to the 39th of the seventh book of the Elements of Euclid. And so there is found according to
the methods of Euclid a least number, 40, having 8' 10' 20', where, with these taken away from
40, 9 remains and the problem is solved. But if initially, instead of 9 units, any number, 6, were
given, then taking the ratio which 6 has to 9 units and finding some number that's in the same
ratio to 40, e.g. 26 2', we find the sought for number and the problem is solved. But one must
do the same in the case of every number." Note that 2' is 2/3.
The scholion to Gr. Anth. xiv 3, a distribution of apples (Diophantus
[1895], v. 2, p. 45): "
'Kypl'ls ... ' To find a number which leaving out a part of it 5' 12' 8' 20' 4' 7' will have a remainder
600 units. And this is similar to the privious ones and is accomplished though the same procedure.
For we find a number which is least that will have the proposed parts, and is 840. And if this
is left out, a part of it, 5' 12' 8' 20' 4' 7', a remainder remains 125. And since 600 is four-times
125, if 840 is quadrupled, it will make 3360 and the problem is solved. This is for this reason: as
already 600 is to 125, so is 3360 to 840, because the parts taken in relation to one another have
the same ratio as the same multiples, according to the 15th of the 5th of Euclid's Elements."
4
5 Cf. H0Yrup [2002, esp. 101-3 and the texts cited] for Babylonian use of single false position.
As an Egyptian example, Rhind Papyrus Prob. 40 (Chace [1927-9, 84-5]), a division of 1000
loaves into 5 portions in arithmetic progression where 7 times the lower two equal the upper
three, seems to start with the first value as 1 loaf and from there infers that the steps will be
5 1/2 loaves (this is outside the written solution), so that the false total of loaves will be 60. A
whole number solution would have reasoned that 2 should be the first portion with 11 loaves as
steps and 120 as the total. For my purposes, it is not important that the final result be a whole
number. E.g., in Greek Anth. xiv 119, two of the girls get 3 1/2 apples.

My third example is the nuptial number from Plat~ (Republic viii 546~C).~5 Of
course this involves a calculation of years and mentlOns a square of an lrratlOnal
d s~ will not be separate from perceptibles and hence cannot be an example
:m the expert's manual of logistike. Nonetheless, as worded, albeit obscurely,
the conditions could be seen as a puzzle, to find the first, Le. least, number such
that certain conditions are set down and a second number built on it. Now, it
is very likely that the resulting number is 1~~6 myriads (1296,0000),56 and that
it is the only number that satisfies the condltlOns. Socrates ~nly expresses these
through calculation puzzles, the larger is a square of a multIple of 100 (36), the
product of 100 times the square of the square root of 49 minus 1 or the ~quare of
100 times the square of the square root of 50 minus 2 (4800), by !OO tImes the
cube of three (2700), perhaps 3 . 4 . 5 multiplied by itself three times, perhaps
the last term of the continuous ratio 60 : 3600 : 21,6000 : 1296,0~00, and perh~ps
other properties one might cull from this text. It is even possIble tha~ findmg
puzzles is part of the exercise. My point is that Plato prese~ts. t~e puzzle m a way
that is consistent with posing a calculation problem, even If It IS not of the form
that requires multiplying to avoid dividing. We may presume that he wants the
adventurous reader to take a stab at finding the number..
.
Moving to demonstrative logistike, so far as I know,. the:e. l~ only o~e place m
Elements vii-ix where one explicitly multiplies to aVOiddlvldmg a umt, namely
viii 4. This is the complicated 'recursive' procedure for finding the least numbers
in a 'continuous' proportion where each ratio is distinct, Le., where Xl : x2. = a :
.
- C • d x . v, = e . f etc. where a, b, ... are least numbers m the
. , 3' '-'
.,
,
.'
b
b , X2 . X3 given ratios. Employing a type of false position, the procedure mvolves findmg 1
as the LCM (least common measured number) of b, c. If M(x/y) is the number
of times y measures x, assuming that y does measure x, then al = a·M(bI/b) and
dl = d.M(bI/c).
We now have as temporary values for Xl>X2,X3, numbers aI, bl>
dl' We then repeat the procedure, except for the fact that Euclid divides up the
case where e measures dl and does not require new values for Xl, X2,X3and the case
where it does not and so does require new values for Xl, X2, X3· If e measures dl,
then h = j-M(di/e),
and we have as temporary values f~r x~, X2,X3,~4' n~~~ers
w
one
miaht say that here we are multiplymg to aVOiddlvldmg,
No
aI, b l> d 1, f 1·
,
0
•
d
but 'dividing' is not an operation here. On the other hand, If e oes .not measu:e
dl taking dl : x = e : f would involve dividing a unit. So we multIply to aVOid
di~iding. Of course, Euclid does not say this and just proceeds to the case where e
does not measure dl. Here we take for d2 the LCM of dl and e and have as the new
temporary values for Xl, X2, X3,X4,numbers a2 = al·.M(d2/dl),. b2 =:= ~1:M(d2/dl)'
d2, h= f·M(d2/e).
And so we proceed by multiplymg to aVOiddlVldmg. What
sSCf. Adam [1902, 263-86J, with reservations, in particular ,,:,ith regard to A~am's derivation
of a first number 216 as 33 + 43 + 53 = 216. I also.omi~ various standard pomts ~uc~ as th~
relation of the passage to the general rule for approxlmatmg the square root of two. p ± 1 -

*

2q2
(p + 2q)2 Of 1 = 2(p + q)2.
s6The number is cleaner in a sexagesimal notation:
would have known this.

1 (or rather 1,0,0,0,0), whether or not Plato

seems to me distinctive about this step just is the separation of two cases, a case
where the previous values for Xl>x2, x3 are unaffected by the next step and the
case where all the values must be adjusted to avoid dividing a unit.
So one could argue plausibly that in other parts of the argument one is also
multiplying to avoid dividing, in which case many problems of Elements vii-ix
might seem to fit Plato's description, at least implicitly. In fact, however, that is
not what the other steps do. If e measures dl, it is given that there is an x such
that dl : x = e : f. The only difficulty is to find x, which one does by multiplying.
A similar point can be made about the finding of least numbers in continuous
proportion equal to a single given ratio, Le:, where a : b = Xl : X2 = X2 : X3 =
••• Xn : Xn+l' Whatever the heuristics may have been, the problem itself proceeds
from taking Xl = an and Xn+l = bn and finding the numbers in between. There is
no subtext indicating that we are dividing anything.
I see two objections one might make against these attempts to find the sort of
mathematics that Plato has in mind. The easier to resolve is that the types of
problems involve taking halves, thirds, etc. Aren't these fractions and so involve
dividing up units. In response, one can note that the halves, thirds, etc. are
not numbers. They function more like ratios (as in the language of lamblichus,
for which d. note 41) or operational numbers to be understood contextually. A
third-of-n is n divided into three equal parts. We can see this in the penultimate
propositions of Euclid's Elements vii, 37 and 38, where, assuming that it exists, the
mth part of n is conceptually tied to (literally: is homonymous with) the number
m, which measures n. So it is wrong to think of the mth as a number in the same
sense that m is a number, or, to be more precise, it is not an IlpL'I3floc;. This is quite
different from the use of 'third' in the expression 'two thirds', where two thirds
must be an amount less than one.
The other objection is just that I have relied on late Roman and early Byzantine
texts to explain something in Plato, texts that are perhaps five hundred years more
removed from Plato than Euclid is. Why didn't I use the equally remote Diophantus
or papyri or the less remote Cattle Problem of Archimedes? My reasons are just
that the chosen texts work with whole numbers, they use a simple procedure that
starts with least whole numbers, while we know that procedures of finding least
whole numbers with given properties are an important aspect of mathematics in
Plato's time, and that single false position is already a very old technique in two
neighboring cultures. Finally, they work with a concept of fraction closer to the one
that I am attributing to Plato's time. The nuptial number in Plato is used primarily
to show that numerical puzzles are a part of Plato's conception of mathematical
pedagogy.
Indeed, if we divide Archimedes' Cattle Problem into two parts, one difficult
to solve, the numbers of eight different herds given certain rules, and one nigh
impossible, that the sum of two herds of bulls should be square and that the sum
of the other two herds of bulls should be triangular, the solvable part sticks also to

these methods.57 In this regard, it is notable that the one known ancient attempt
at the easier part of the problem, the scholion printed in Heiberg's text, comes up
with values 80 times the actual minimal solution.58 In fact, the Cattle Problem
differs in one important way from from these other texts, in that it essentially uses
non-iterative fractions. This is hardly surprising given that Archimedes' numeral
system in the Sand Reckoner is based on the Ionic system. The first part could
well be intended as a puzzle for learners of the system, and the second part a tease
which, even if unsolvable, would suggest the magnificent possibilities of Archimedes'
system.
I emphasize that I am not claiming that Plato is at all aware of all these particular
procedures, only that they fit very precisely the sort of .proc~du:e th~t So~rates
describes and are at a level of mathematics consonant With hiS time, m their use
of the technique of finding least whole numbers with given parts, established in
Elements vii 39 but not necessarily in a way personally known to Plato. What
sorts of problems Plato actually has in mind is unknowable.
Let me summarize the argument so far. The Greeks represented numbers in
several ways, strokes, by letters of the Ionic alphabet, acrophonic numerals, abaci,
and Ionic numerals. I argued that it is unlikely that Ionic numerals play much of
role in 5th - 4th century BCE philosophical discussions, because they play little
role in Greek numeracy at this time. Acrophonic numerals differ, depending on
what is counted and cannot express ordinality. They also do not provide, as far
as we know a ;eneral treatment of fractions. Hence, fractions must be written
out. Howe~er, ~hey do provide a notion of subunit that can be used in lieu of
a general representation of fractions. This generalization involve~ the t~king of
parts. So fractions may be treated as iterative parts. Just as Iomc fractlOns can
be thought of concretely, as an n'th of some established unit and abstractly as the
n'th of any unit, the generalization of a system of subunits is a system where a
part is found that is a 'common denominator', and w~ich can the~ ?e t.reat~d ~ a
subunit. When we remove the unit part, the twelfth m the Eleusmian mscnptlOn,
what is left is a ratio. These two conceptual features, the differing representations
of numbers depending on what is counted and the treatment of fractions as multiple
parts and as subunits, I shall argue, form much of the b.asi~of Plato's remarks on
arithmetic. Finally, I considered examples from late antiqUity where the structure
of the puzzles involve finding a collection of least whole numbers, taken abstractl:,
and as satisfying a set of conditions or equalities and looked to some p~rts of Euch?
as a demonstrative version of the same tradition. Although the nuptial number is
an example of these sorts of problems, it illustrates the more general type of difficult
puzzle that might have been a part of his conception of logistike.
57 Cf Dijksterhuis
58 Or 8 times if

[1987, 398-401].
we take all the parts separately. For example, 1/3 + 1/4 the black bulls and
cows gives a whole number, but taken separately requires half a bull ~nd half a cow. Howe~er,
the poem seems to require taking a herd of black cattle ~ogether for thiS part of t.he c~lculatlOn,
and the scholion's description of the problem does not differ from the poem on thiS pomt.

4

After the Digressions: Plato on calculations

Socrates begins his discussion about number with a contest between Palamedes,
who claims in tragedies to be the inventor of numbers and so to be able count ships
of the fleet and soldiers of the army, and Agamemnon, who wouldn't then have
been able even to count his feet (Rep. vii 522D). Although Socrates only mentions
counting as examples, he claims that both counting and calculating are important.
Whereas Socrates implies no great sophistication here in the arithmetical abilities
of a good general, Xenophon (Hipparchicus 2.6) at least points out that an even
number of decarchs, commanders of units of 10 knights, is better than an odd. So,
at least one other Socratic writer on military matters looks to simple arithmetic
properties as important for the arrangement of troops. Nonetheless, the question
is what Socrates presupposes. Not much!
Counting soldiers is applied arithmetic and need not concern us. Socrates proposes an advanced curriculum of arithmetic and calculation. What does he require?
What is the minimum plausible curriculum that would instantiate Socrates' proposal. There are six operational conditions that Socrates' lessons in arithmetic
and calculation must satisfy. Two are from the Divided Line, that mathematical activities proceed by reasoning (OLCXVOe:1cn'}CXL)
from hypotheses to conclusions
and that they involve diagrams, here understood in the most general and Platonic sense, namely as any perceptible that represents a number, a geometrical
or stereometrical figure, an astronomical entity, or a harmonic entity, whether
Form, intermediate or even perceptible. Even the most minimal interpretation of
Socrates' account of arithmetic and calculation will satisfy these. Two more (vii
525D5-E3) are peculiar to the account of arithmetic and calculation, that they
dispense with embodied numbers and avoid fractions. Here too, the most minimal
interpretation of Socrates' account will satisfy these two. Additionally, the Divided
Line and Socrates' discussion of arithemetic and calculation puts another, psychic
restriction on the lessons, their purpose in seeing what cannot be seen except by
reasoning (Rep. vi 51OE3-1A1). Finally, we need to make minimal sense of why
people working with calculations (AOYLOfl0L)
in the discussion of the Divideed Line
(Rep. vi 510C4-5) suppose the odd and the even (Ulto'1lEfle:VOL
'to 'te:lte:pmov xcxl 'to
Iip'tLOV).
First, any of the three levels of logistike certainly starts with hypotheses and
proceeds to conclusions. Even the supposition of 700 and its tripling, which Hippias
is quick at, as trivial as it may seem, is still supposition and reasoning from a
supposition to a conclusion. Nor is it quite as trivial as it might seem to us, e.g.,
in acrophonic numerals, rHH by III is the sum of HHH and HHH and rrr, which
will equal XXH, and accomplished without an abacus.
Readers are sometimes divided about what Plato means when Socrates claims
that the reasoner hypthesizes the odd and even, figures, and three kinds of angles. I
do not wish here to enter into this discussion except to point out that a hypothesis
is nothing more than what is set down at the beginning of a discussion. A fortiori,
if mere calculation from two numbers is a case of reasoning from a hypothesis to

a conclusion, so will any of the more advanced logistike. We can certainly imagine
Plato as alluding to proofs of incommensurability or to the contents of Elements ix
21-36, and in any case to contemporary Pythagorean interest (d. Philolaos 44A13,
14,20, 44B5; Archytas A21, B5). However, if thinking of numbers as odd/even has
filtered into popular conceptions in the hundred years since Epicharmus, assuming
Epicharmus fro 170 as genuine (d. note 11), then the minimum just is that odd
numbers and even numbers, i.e., numbers, are assumed. I should concede, however,
that this passage constitutes what seems to me the strongest evidence for one of the
more sophisticated alternatives. My point, however, is that we should be sceptical
about which alternative.
As to diagrams, we can imagine four calculations. In one case, the general
lines up his men and says, "700 knights;" or, using an abacus, where each pebble
represents some aggregate of men, he says, counting two pebbles in the hundred
slot and one in the five hundred slot, "700 knights;" or he just looks at the three
pebbles and says, "700;" or the very diligent calculator lays out 700 pebbles and
says "700." I emphasize these ways of looking at the calculations because even the
expert calculator will not dispense with the diagram. The use of lines representing
numbers is obvious to any reader of Euclid, Elements vii-x, even if we have little
reason to put this form of representation back to the time of the writing of the
Republic. But any representation of numbers will constitute the use of a visual
object used as an image of a number if the visual object really is so used, whether
knights, fingers, pebbles representing units, or pebbles representing higher values,
or even acrophonic numerals. The point is only that they are so used. The general
counting his knights to array them for a cavalry attack is using numbered knights
as numbered knights, as is the user of an abacus or some counter; the only issue is
what is actually being counted or calculated. This leads us to the first of the two
conditions from Rep. vii.
Whereas the common calculator discusses numbers with visible bodies attached,
that is so-many-perceptible-somethings,
the expert does not. In the acrophonic
system, this point is deeper than Socrates indicates. The very notation can be
affected by what is counted. The intended audience would understand the contrast as not just two fingers, the example Socrates has just used, but also two-men
or two-minas, two-feet (the stuff of trademen and soldiers), with just two by itself. Nonetheless, the general numerals, where I represents one, allow exactly what
Socrates requires. There is no need for a conception of numbers beyond this simple point, and we may presume that the intended audience understood the point
perfectly. 59 Put another way, the pebbles on an abacus can represent knights, the
pebbles themselves, or just numbers.
The other distinction was in the refusal of the expert calculator to divide the unit
in a ratio so that one multiplies instead of dividing. We have seen that in a sense the
ordinary calculator does the same. To calculate with subunits one must multiply
590f course, one could construct a story where Socrates is advocating Ionic numerals over
acrophonic, and it could even be true, but there is no need for such a story.

the super-unit by the appropriate conversion. However, there is an important
difference. A sub-unit is still a part of its supra-unit. We can easily imagine the
types of problems that Plato has in mind, that are built out of calculations with
subunits and supra-units. So the expert calculator's avoidance of dividing a unit
might just be switching units to a subunit and multiplying appropriately.
At a more sophisticated level, the difference between the calculations of Plato's
expert and the ordinary calculator may involve a different wording of problems and
an emphasis on certain Diophantine problems with whole number solutions. The
example of the application of the Thymaridas' bloom in lamblichus and single false
position procedures illustrate the type of problem well. It is here that we may need
to think that Plato has in mind at least something of the puzzle tradition. We
need not go beyond this.
As an incidental point, there is no reason to think that Greek mathematicians
in the time of Plato distinguished two sciences of calculation. Even though Plato
has Socrates in the Philebus (56D-7A) distinguish by name 'the measuring craft
(1le:1:PLX~)'
in construction and commerce from the higher measuring craft, Le.,
'philosophical geometry (1:~e; XCt1:cX
cpLAoaocpLctV
ye:wlle:1:pLcte;)'
and in the case of calculation the lower 'calculative craft (AoYLa1:Lx~)'
from the higher 'calculation (AOyLalloe;)',very likely a nonce distinction in terminology,60 Socrates goes on (57CD)
to imply that people normally treat the respective two levels of each science as
having a common name (we; 0llwVUIlOV
at D9-10) and as a single craft (we; IlLCXe;
at D10). Socrates wonders whether these should not be thought of as two distinct crafts, but having a twin nature (1:~VOLOUIlO1:l']1:ct
e:xoUactL
1:ctU1:l']v
at D7-8). So
even if Plato thinks we should make some formal distinction in the demarcation of
crafts, he certainly does not suggest that his contemporaries in fact did so. To put
this point more specifically, Plato implies, if anything, that people do not distinguish demonstrative calculation from puzzle calculation nor puzzle geometry from
demonstrative.
Furthermore, if we return to the Republic, there is no indication that we should
treat what the common and expert teachers teach as two crafts or sciences. At
most, Plato suggests that advanced lessons in calculation are more abstract and
consider only whole numbers. By having Glaucon affirm that this is 'most true',
he indicates that he expects his audience to recognize the lessons, but that is all.
It is important that Glaucon and presumably Plato's intended audience recognize
both the ordinary and the advanced teaching, Le. if it truly is more advanced. For
one might suspect some irony, if, in Plato's world, working with fractions requires
more training than working without.
Socrates and Glaucon now turn to the pedagical value of studying arithmetic
and calculation (Rep. vii 526 AI-7):
TL ouv O'(e:L,
W n..ctUxwv,e:'(1:Le;
e:POL1:0
ctU1:oue;'
'~n'I'lctUIl<xmOL,
n:e:pln:OLWV
&pLilIlWV
OLctAEye:a'I'le:,
tv ote;1:0EVoLovulle:Te;
&~LOU1:E
ta1:LV,'Caov1:e:EXcta1:0V

ltaVltcxv-cl
xcxlOUOE:
afJ.~xpovO~CX<pEPOV,
fJ.0p~ov-ce:EXOV€v E:CXU-CCfl
OUOEV;"
-c(
&vOLe:~
cxu-couc;
&ltoxp(vcxm'lcx~;
Tou-co e:yw~e:,o-c~ lte:pl-cou-cwvAEyOUaLV
WVO~cxvoT)'13~vcx~
fJ.ovovE:YXWPe:L,
exAAWC;
0' OUOCXf.lWC;
fJ.e:-ccxXe:~p((e:m'lcx~
ouvcx-cov.
And so, what do you think, Glaucon, if someone were to tell them, "0
wonderous people, about what sorts of numbers are you discussing, in
which the one (or: unity6I) which you consider proper occurs, every
individual (or: each whole) being equal to to everyone (or: whole) and
differing not even in a small way, but having in itself no portion?" What
do you think they would answer?
I think this, that they discuss those numbers that alone admit reasoning,
and that they can get a handle on in no other way.
Socrates has someone pose a question to the expert calculators, and Glaucon
proposes an answer on their behalf. It is, of course, perfectly possible that Plato
would construct this conversation in a way that only a Platonically trained expert
calculator could answer as Glaucon does. In fact, his answer echoes Socrates on
the Divided Line 51OE3-Al:
(rrmuyte:C;OE:cxlrtCt
E:Xe:LVCX
toe:tvIioux &VexAAWC;
nim -CLC;
~ -C~o~cxvo(e;t
(seeking
those things themselves which someone could not see in any other way
than by reasoning)
Yet, the account of calculation should be something that expert calculators would
recognize as their own activity and as one that Plato's intended audience could recognize as a part of Greek mathematical pedagogy. So at least the representation of
numbers has not changed from the previous speech. Nor have the basic operations
involved in the mathematics lessons. We may presume, as I have argued, that the
expert does not use the symbol for a drachma, r, but instead uses the neutral, I.
There are two ways in which a single thing may be unequal. One is the fact that
fingers are typically of different sizes, and this is the most obvious interpretation,
as it is based on Rep. vii 523D-4D. So too, if the expert is using just a pile of
Pythagorean pebbles, the pebbles may differ in size, but that is irrelevant to the
expert's activities. On the other hand, in the discussion of the finger, it is crucial
that the same thing appear as one and many (esp. 525A). In the case of an abacus,
the same pebble may be used to represent 1, 5, 10, 50, etc., but the units that it
represents don't change. So the pebble now used for five and soon to be used for 1
or 10, represents units that are simply equal. Similarly, the symbol used in working
with acrophonic numerals is one r representing 5 units. What are those units? I
am not here claiming that Socrates makes these points in the dialogue; however,
they are observations that any thoughtful, contemporary reader, Plato's intended
audience, is likely to make.

Socr~tes focuses on the one, not typically called a number, but which, he says,
occurs m numbers. I can imagine at least three different interpretations of the
passage, where ~he one is a constituent of numbers, where the one is among the
n~mbers (spe~kmg loosely), and where the one is the unity of Form-numbers (a
VIew of Chermss, see note 61). This last interpretation is implausible. Socrates
has just said that the expert calculator will not divide the one and we can fit
that claim into a standard discourse on numbers. But it would' have been very
strange if Socrates had said that the expert calculator would not divide numbers.
No contemporary reader would have understood that, and Plato would have to
have been making a bad joke if he had his protagonist suggest it. So a suggestion
that the numbers used by the expert are Forms, and hence have a unity that is
equal to the unity of every ?ther Form, would, at the very least, be a non sequitur,
and, at worst, a presumptIOn that our expert already accepts Platonic views on
~orms. Weirder yet to ou~ expert would be the claim that each whole is equal
(~aov).to. every other, even If they were Platonists, that Five-itself would be equal
to a SlX-It~elf. Instead of Glaucon's answer, the expert calculators' response would
be perpleXIty that anyone would suggest that their numbers are anythina like those
numbers Socrates attributes to them. Quite the contrary, the numbe;s must be
numbers that the expert calculators would recognize in calculations, and these are
con~atenated units.62 We can save the interpretation only by making the numbers
ordmal, but then we would get back the non-sequitur, since the numbers Socrates
is discussing are subject to standard arithmetic operations.
It is probably undecidable which of the other two interpretations Plato intends.
If Plato intends everyone to be equal to every other one there will still be a
plurality. of ones, which are then elements of numbers, while every element of a
number IS also a one. So it is also unimportant. That said, it is useful to note
that in the parallel passage in the Philebus (56D9-E3), Socrates contrasts countina
d~ffering ~nits (fJ.?vaocxc;),
~o ca~ps, two bulls, two very small things, two of th:
bIggest thmgs, WIth countmg umts that do not differ at all (cf. also Theaet. 195E6B). If the two camps are two units, then either the pure units are counted in
the same way or Socrates has omitted some facts about countina pure numbers
unfamiliar to his Protarchus and Plato's readers. But what is cou~tina?
Obviously, an important difficulty for interpreting Plato is that Gr:eks and we
ordinarily conceive of numbers two very different ways. There is the herd ten
bulls, and there is the counting off of the herd according to a series, matchin~ the
each bull to a number in our series. Conceived in this way, the herd has an albeit
arbitrary ordering. So it is conceivable that one think of the black bull as one and
the white bull as two, etc. Similarly, there will be the one unit and the two unit
that will not be different except for their order. Counting bulls and Form-numbers
~ig~t not be so distin~t, except that the ordering of Forms is not arbitrary. It is
Iromc perhaps, that thIS reading of the Philebus is only possible if we think that
Plato only intends counting.

61Cf. Cherniss [1935, 518], where the numbers are Forms, and Mohr for an extension of the
interpretation

to the Philebus.

62Cf. Pritchard

[1995, 119-36] for this last argument.

When Aristotle speaks of numbers as ordered units in Met. M 7, it is appropriate to look to the practice of using the alphabet to represent ordinal. numerals,
something he knows about, and something similar may even be the case tn the rare
use of Ionic numerals in the period 475-320 BCE.63 Ordinal numerals conceived in
this way are used for counting, but not for calculating. And this is the difficulty.
Accordincr to Socrates' description in the Republic, the expert calculators are well
aware that tlley are talking about numbers that are separate from perceptibles-it
would be hard to see how not. In this speech, Socrates is drawing an inference about
those numbers, and it must be a recognizable inference. The expert calculator is
not yet a Platonist or a student of dialectic, so that the argument would not be
a very effective argument if it required of the expert calculator to hold that .the
numbers are unlike what the representations suggest. Yet, they are not perceptIble
numbers qua number, either. The expert calculators have not yet met Aristotle.
So the question before us may be put this way: is there enough ambiguity in ho~
Socrates describes the question posed to the expert calculators to allow that even If
the expert calculators misunderstand what they are.doi~g and ~o conce~veof their
numbers as divisible, whence the form of the questlOn, tn realIty that IS not how
Plato conceives of the numbers used by the expert calculator, and, furthermore,
is there evidence for such a reading? Either the expert calculator's pure numbers
are aggregated units or the numbers of the expert calcula~or differ pro~ou.ndl! in
their structure from the perceived numbers treated as dIagrams and ImltatlOns
of them and despite the expert calculator's complete ignorance of this. The first
alternative must result in some doctrine of intermediates, since it is crucial to the
expert calculator's activity that 2 may be over here and added to 2 over there (by
merging the pebbles in whatever sense conceived), but that they repres~nt two pure
units that are concatenated with two pure units. The second alternative does not
63 All four occurrences of Ionic numerals cited by Lang [1956, 5], nos. 11-14, all from the last
quarter of the 5th cent. or the early 4th cent., involve writing n-1 strokes with the Ionic numeral
for n So it appears that the user counted out the volume and wrote strokes as he counted and
then 'wrote an Ionic numeral for the last stroke, e.g. (no. 13, P11387), EIIII· In this case, the Ionic
numeral might very easily be conceived as ordinally as the 5th measure. This would be awkward
in the acrophonic system for numbers greater than 5, but compare .Lang [1976, 22] E9,. which, .she
suggests might be a tally of 6 drachmas, H-I-H-I-, while such tallies are commonly given as Just
strokes (cr. Lang [1956, 3-5J. Of course, any conclusion from this is very weak. I should point
out other early instances of Ionic numerals in Attica. Tod's [1950, 137-8] exampl~ of numerals
from ca. 450-440 BCE, IG 12 760 = 13 1387, is an unexplained table from the Penclean age (~f.
also Threatte [1980, 117]). If these are Ionic numerals, as is probable, they are non-standard 10
several interesting ways. Threatte [1980, 23] suggests that it is also possible that some of five
known abcdaria with digamma are actually lists of numerals, for which cr. Lang [1976, 7], A1,
A2, A3 (all before the mid-5th cent. BCE) and Young [1940, 6-8] or. ~,and .especially Pervanoglu
[1867 75] for a lead plaque with qoppa and sampi from the Acropolis, which Pervanoglu places
after 'Olymp. 94, though probably, as Threatte suggests, merely on the basis of its h~ving Ionic
letters. The sampi rightly suggested to Pervanoglu that these are numerals. However, It would be
odd if all of these abcdaria were lists of numerals. Lang [1976, 22] E15 (OAK M, 40 drachmas
rd
in weight), a grafitto on a sherd from a vase of the late 4th cent. BCE, but found in a 3 ce~t
BCE context, is likely to be outside our period. Cf. also Threatte [1996, 695], 5.022 for an lomc
numeral for 95 from 500 BCE and further discussion.

require intermediates but requires that there is no structuallikeness, isomorphism
if you like, between the diagrams and the objects they are copies of. "2+2=4"
might be represented by this ** aggregated with this **, but it is about the two,
the four, and maybe the equal and the adding. In this case, one may well conclude
that the pre-Platonic expert calculators have no idea what they are doing. So is
this possible?
My goal in this discussion extends as far as laying conditions for an account of
Plato's metaphysics of number but not so far up the divided line to determine what
that account must be, whether Form numbers are unities of partially incomparable
units or are units, whether there must be intermediates between Forms and perceptibles in Plato's ontology. Glaucon's answer on behalf of the experts, especially
as an echo of Socrates' earlier remark, makes clear where disputes on these hoary
issues need to be played out. These things are themselves what artifacts (e.g.,
diagrams) and other ordinary perceptible objects are imitations of. These are the
object of reasoning that cannot be seen except by reasoning and which someone
could not get a handle on except by reasoning. Hence, it would be very difficult to
argue that Glaucon's answer is wrong and in so representing Socrates' own view remains uncorrected. Glaucon and Socrates agree that whatever numbers these are,
they are grasped through diagrams and by reasoning and that expert calculators
would recognize that this is the case.
Again, you might think that even if their representations are pebbles, symbols,
whatever, which are conceived through the aggregative and separative operations,
the numbers of the expert are not aggregates at all, so that they could be Forms.
On this view, much to the surprise of the pre-Platonic expert calculator, what she
studies are not structured as the representations are. But you would also have to
explain why Plato thinks (1) that these numbers cannot be seen or gotten a handle
on except by reasoning and (2) why the expert still uses the representational system
that she does. In response to (1), one could argue that to get to dialectic, we still
need to do arithmetic, so that reasoning is a necessary first step in seeing Forms and
hence that one cannot apprehend numbers without reasoning. Contra, this is not
quite what Socrates seems to say anyway, rather that reasoning is the ONLY way to
get a handle on this and to see them. Once we have climbed the line a little more,
we will see Form-number in another way. Against (2) one might argue that the
pebbles and numerals just are the representational systems that we have. Contra,
we should not then expect that Plato has in mind any non-diagramatic arithmetic.
Whatever is accomplished in dialectic, we have no reason to think that it includes an
alternative arithmetic that eschews all available representational systems, or even
that it doesn't, for that matter. For there is no dialectical calculation anywhere in
the Platonic corpus except, perhaps, in the Parmenide.
We could put these points another way. Plato does not give to Socrates any claim
other than that the expert calculator uses perceptible numbers, but treats them
as representations of numbers detached from perceptibles and that the numbers so
discussed are composed of equal units. The numbers used by the expert calculator,

not the numbered pebbles, are at least treated as composed of iterative units and
as being themselves iterated. This three is composed of three units and there is
also the three I am adding to it. If the expert calculator knows what she is doing,
her answer to Socrates' question should be an answer she could give.
The representation of numbers in calculation is not a trivial or discardable matter, since it goes to the core of how calculation is conceived. However the numbers
are represented, most standard representations all involve representations of iterative units. In the acrophonic system, the abacus, the Athenian way of counting
votes, the Pythagorean pebbles, and the lines composed of unit lengths in Euclid,
all differ from the Ionic system and the limited alphabetic system, where each nurd
meral occurs but once. Recall that Ionic numerals were commonly used in the 3
th
cent. as ordinals, as were ordinary letters in the 4 , but that acrophonic numerals
were never so used.
Of course, it is always possible that an ancient author has invented a way of
looking at a technical subject that is both potentially fecund but nonetheless never
makes it into the technical literature for centuries, if at all. In general, however, it
is better to look to practice for the origins of philosophical views on these matters.
That is the difficulty for seeing Plato as a profound revisionist. In other words,
the hurdles in denying that the expert calculators use numbers that are aggregates
separate from perceptibles are many and high. This is not to say that they must
be intermediates in the sense that Aristotle maintained, as separate from perceptibles and fully distinct from Forms. That is a separate issue. Yet, it raises anew
the question of which interpretation of Plato's ontology, one tripartite and one
bipartite, requires more leaps and bounds and more sacrifices to the text.

5

Conclusion

Plato wrote for a contemporary audience, one that is very difficult for us to reconstruct. This intended audience, we may presume, was literate, intelligent, and
versed in some mathematics. While it is possible that Plato snuck in tidbits that
would be appreciated only by the most elevated thinkers of his time, the crucial
philosophical points would be poorly received if the mathematics were completely
obscure. In any case, the intended audience certainly could not know of mathematical discoveries or practices even from the time when Eudoxus first leapt onto the
Academic stage. I have tried to ask what that audience and Plato himself would
think about counting and calculation, what sorts of numeral systems they would
use, how they would calculate, with what sorts of puzzles teachers would challenge
their students, and what sorts of proofs they would tryout.
It is probable that Plato plays games of mathematical erudition with his audience
in Republic vi, vii, viii, and x, such as Lloyd [1992]sees in the Meno. It has not
been a part of this discussion to work out what those games might be, although
perhaps it ought to have been. For example, I suspect that they certainly would
involve games of abusing mathematical language. It is enough for my investigation
to examine what they need not have involve. So even in the Meno, any account

that involves Plato challenging his readers to learn about conic sections probably
goes beyond contemporary mathematics, especially if he wrote the Meno before
the Republic.
I have downplayed Euclid's Elements vii-ix, not because I wrongly think that
its contents were unknown to Greek mathematicians nor because I think it too
recondite for the intended audience, although it probably was, but because it is
unlikely that it was the sort of mathematics that the audience would think of
immediately in reading the Republic. Additionally, as I suggested, Elements vii ix 19, in particular, fits into the puzzle tradition all too well and can be read as
a formalization or enrichment of puzzle solving techniques. Of course, we could
look to the rest of Elements vii-x and the history of number problems and more of
proportion theory, and we could go on to speculate about lost mathematics, at best
alluded to in Aristotle or manifested in the subtext of Elements ii and in passages in
Plato's Parmenides.64 If there is a reasonable interpretation of the Republic which
does not presume such a rich mathematics, then it is reasonable to pursue the less
presumptive interpretation. Single false position puzzles and others like them fit
Socrates' description very well. It is even arguable that mere simple arithmetical
operations do. We are, after all, describing the education of the guardians, who
need to know enough to study astronomy and harmonics. How much is enough for
that?
I began with a problem posed by Julius Moravcsik, what sort of notions of calculation are presupposed by Plato's metaphysics. From the assumption that Plato's
numerals were acrophonic and his fractions iterative parts, that his calculations
were on abaci, that he could use simple counters, and even that he understood the
numbering of books and law courts, I argued that his advanced calculators pose
problems to their students that treat numbers as aggregates within the context of
manipulating units and subunits. Their activities presume four things that the average teacher would know well. They start from the hypothesis of certain numbers
that need to used in calculations (at whatever level of sophistication), they use numerals and other represenations of numbers such as pebbles on abaci; the numbers
they talk about, however, are so-many simpliciter and not so-many perceptibles,
and they set problems that require avoiding dividing up units but allow multiplyina
to do it. One might argue that even if this is the right approach to Plato's discus~
sion of arithmetic and calculation, an argument based on Euclid's Elements would
have done as well. There is, I think, a virtue to getting the intellectual settina of
the Republic right and in attending well to its intended audience, but the advant~ge
may be cultural and not philosophical. After all, although Elements vii-ix does not
avoid fractions, it does avoid fractions of units. The difficulty, I would suggest, lies
with the Elements itself. We assume from the Elements that it presents a Greek
concept of number (prtfl<;) and that Plato reflects the same conception. The conception is barely motivated, and this is especially problematic in the realm of a rich
system of fractions, such as the one that the Ionic system of non-iterative parts
64 As

most notably

Fowler [1999].

provides. By seeing the origins instead in a weak system of iterative parts that
is reduced to a whole number system for the purposes of calculation, we can see,
completely separately from issues of irrationals, why the Elements developed as a
system of whole numbers and why Plato might also think that arithmetic should
be conceived in that way. I realize that this remark is programmatic, but it should
alleviate some of these worries.
Now if the numbers just are the numbers of the pure calculator, either Socrates
is reinterpretating what they are and doing it on the sly, or they are the ordinary
numbers of 4th cent. BCE Greek calculation. Someone who wants to argue that
Plato believed in intermediate units and numbers, distinct units that are essentially
identical and aggregates composed of them (twos, threes, etc.), may find in this
passage food for the thesis and strong motivation. The numbers that the expert
calculates with cannot be Forms, since the expert calculator will identify two distinct threes corresponding to the threes on the abacus, each represented by three
distinct pebbles. In other words, if the expert calculator is using Forms to calculate, she is remarkably unaware of the fact. On the other hand, it is still open to
the opponent of this view, who maintains that Plato did not require intermediates,
to argue that, for Plato, this just is the case, namely that the expert calculator is
unaware of what she is talking about. How wonderous this might be, I leave to the
litigants over intermediates.
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